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CHAPTER I
THEOm~rr ICAL

FRANE\\lORK OF THE STUDY

The use of the generic term, value, in the title of
this report refers specifically to an area of concern
designated by a variety of terms such as belief, religion,
and value system.

Inasmuch as a.ny reference to the terms

belief and religion in the public school requires a

con~

'

sideration of the relationship of church and state. the
intent of this study is to continue this inquiry in the
relatively new area of counseling and guidance.
An additional concern of the proposed study was t'Ji th
some of the philosophical and religious implications of
co1.msel ing theory.

IJ:'hese implications might include con-

sideration of the ultimate source of values for psychologists,
the problem of maintaining neutrality, and the interaction of
the beliefs and values of the counselor and the client.
I.
Sta.t~mQp,t.

.Qi

~

THE PROBr..;gr1

,;Problem

It was the purpose of this study (1) to discover if
an interpretation of the principle of separation of church
a.nd state is an issue in publ1.c school counsellng; .(2) to
discover the extent to which public school students bring
moral or religious problems to guidance personnel; (J) to

2

describe procedures reportedly used by guidance personnel ln
handling these problems, as well as to enumerate apparent
difficulties in doing so; (4) to discover the effect, if any,
of the. current psychology-religion controversy upon school
counseling; (5) to report counselor op1.nions regarding the
adequacy of their professional preparation in d.eali.ng with
these problems; (6) to suggest areas for further study.
Analus1 m of

~

Problem

The problem as stated suggests an exploratory
tive-survey approach.

descrip~

In order to carry out the purposes of

the study more specifically, several questions were formulated.

The following questions relate to the numbered parts

of the problem above an.d are gt ven in the same order:
1.

Do counselors have an interpretation of the

separation principle relative to public school counseling'?
Does this

interpretatim~

seem to influence the qual1.ty of

their counseling or infringe upon the religious liberty of
students?

Does the counselor's personal belief or value

system affect this interpretation?
2.· Does the frequency and nature of religious or
moral problems .1ustify the concern of this study?

Are there

tndications that the school is dealing with problems that
are commonly thought to be handled. by either the home or
church?

If the school is working extensively in the realm

3

of church and family problems, what are the implications for
the interpretation of the separation principle?

3.

Are counselors competent in dealing with religious

and moral problems?

Are they able to discern these problems'?

\!Jha.t is the effect of the counselor's individual belief in
this regard?

How clo counselors differen.tiate between

rellgious ana. moral problems?
terms:

How do they define the

religion, moral, value system, and religious

counseling?

4-.

Is there any evidence that the counselor's train-

ing in psychology has an irreligious influence?

Are counse-

lors representative of their students or their community with
respect to belief?

Do the referral practices of the school

indicate any systematic religious or

5.

irrel:lgtolJL~

bias?

To what extent do counselors depend upon their

own moral and religious resources in dealing with problems
among students?

•ro what extent have counseling textbooks,

counselor eduoators, or counseling courses provided aid in
this regard?

Are there suggestions for improved preparation

in these areas?
Del1n11tat1on .Qf.

~

Stud:/

The research and findings of this study t-Jere not
expected to represent n.on-California areas, or junior high
schools, ·or publlc colleges, or any private ed.ucati onal
institutions.

This limitation is based upon the assumption

that the public high school provides the most fruj.tful
source for study of the stated problem and that the individuality of the various state educational codes and credentialling procedures may limit the generalization of the
findings to other geographical areas.
Det:1niti one

t1uch of the controversy irnplici t in the questions
previously stated could be resolved for the most part in the
selection of a definition of such a key word as religion.
To define religion as superstition or a specific set of
rites would suggest one set of conclusions. while definition
as a comprehensive life orientation would imply very different conclusions.

Since an adequate discussion of the

difficulties connected with such a choice would be rather
lengthy, this discussion will not be included in this section of the report.

'I'he def1.n1 tions that follow are those

which seem to provide a proper basis for the study but are,
nevertheless, chosen on the basis of moral and practical
considerations whlch admittedly go beyond considerations of
meaning

~

.flll.

1

Cylturali§ro.

One of the four hs.sic value orientationEJ

of psychologists suggested by Lowe and defined as a belief
Israel Scheffler, The L;z~u~ge Q;t t';gyQa:tl on (Springfield, Illinois: Charles c. Thomas, 1960), p. 29.
1

5
is that man's problems arise more from M.s social needs, in
oppos:\.tlon to a more physical orientation in n3.turalism.
Culturalism makes loyalty to the culture from which man is
derived the supreme value ox• ultimate allegiance. 2
~.

Another of the value orienta.tions suggested

by Lowe is defined as a belief in the self-sufficiency of man
to control his or.'lfn destiny and to reallze fuis inherent
potentialities through rational thcught processes.

Thus

humanists are those who believe that the oriteria for

l.

ethical values lie within certain na.tive human <3haracteristics,3 ·
NQtaJ,.

a

pe~son

The term

11

more.l" was clefined as characterizing

or his conduct as being in accord wfth the indi-

vidu&.l 's standarrls of goodness.
N&tUt?ll§m.
the term

11

Another of the four value orientations,

naturalis'.n 11 was defin.ed as "the philosophic point

of view the, t considers mental l)henomena, e.nd partlcularly
mo:rs.l ve,lues, as natural phenomena·, to be interpreted in the
same way as the phenomena of natural science.
2

LJ.

C. Narshall LmrJe, "Value Orientation- ... An Ethical

Dilemma.." Aroer:lQan Pgycnolor1;ist, 14:688, November, 1959.

3

.D.U..rl. '

p. 690.

4
Horace B. English and Alva Champney English, !i QQm.~reh~n§iy~

D1Qt1onary Qt

P§YQbologlQ~l ~

PsyQbaualytic

Terms (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1958), p. 337.

6
R~l:i.~ion.

'rhe term "religion 11 was defined as any

system of thought or action which gives the individual a
frame of orientation, provides an object of devotion, and
which is concerned with ultimate issues of life and death
importance.
Religious
11

coups~liDi·

For purposes of this study,

counseling is religious when the student seeks help either

on some problem of belief or conduct connected 1-dth hls
church or an issue of ultimate concern--of life-and-death
j,mportance--whether or not expressed in tradit1. onal religious
terms."5
The term 1tpsychology 11 was defined a.s "a

PsyQhOlogy~

branch of science dealing with behavior, acts, or mental
processes, and with the mind, self, or person who behaves or
acts or has the mental process. 11

Since psychology may be

also defined as a p3,rt of metaphysics and thus a branch of
philosophy and since psychology was originally both a science
dealing with
tion of those

empi~ical
.~'.:otu ~~s,

tionary by EnglL3h

facts and a philosophical interpreta-

tvvo additional comments from the dic-

l':lnd

English are presented. as indications

of psychology's current posture.

One is that metaphysics as

5Ph:illip H. Phenix, ltSPli~!).OJJ§l Concerns 1.u Con:tempor51r:z.
Eduoa:tign (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teacher's College, Columbia Universityt 1959), p. 83.

7

a term ln psychology is nearly alwe.ys one of reproach and
that the metaphysical has no place in the science of psychology.

The other is that unless specifically designated

as philosophical, psychology now practically always refers

to the empirical scienoe. 6
Tbaiem.

Another of the value orientations, the term

"theism" was defined as synonymous with the belief in a
personal God,

God is usually conceived of as Creator with

his creation somewhat dependent upon him.

Theism has

character1stiaally held to a combination of both the transcendence and immanence of God.7

Vglue.

The term "value" Nas defined as

11

•••

an

abstract concept t often merely j_mplici t, that defines for
the individual or for a soctal unit what end or means to an
end are desirable." 8
V£!ll~ ~ystem.

In this study, ,the concept of "value

system" was defined as (1)

11

the :r1ore or less coherent set of

values that regulates a person's conduct, often without his

6
English, QU. Qii., p. 419.
7Dagobert D. Runes (ed.), Dlg:tlonary of Phllo§opby
(Ames, Io·t>Ja.: Littlefield, Adams and Company, 1960) 1 p. 316.

8

English, .Qll • .Q.U., p. 576.

8

awareness that they (values) do so, (2) the set of valuos
overtly accepted by a person or by a social group.

The value
systems of (1) and of (2) are often quite divergent. 119

Jm12 Qr t aoo11.

Qf.

.t.bit s t w1 y

If the legal difficulty of church and state separation
in the classroom has been an important matter of concern,
then the same kina. of concern should be important with
respect to gu:ldance programs.

Several Supreme Court deci-

sions attest to the importance of the former, while the lack
of similar court decisions relative to guidance programs could
be attributed to the newness of these programs rather than
any real dif:terence in importance.
Cons1dering the fact that counselors deal intimately
with students on a one-to-one basis, and that many of these
d.ealings involve personal and important decisions, counselors
have ample opportunity to infringe upon the religious liberty
of students.

A negative concern, however, is only part of the
picture.

Recent reseArch findings indlcate that such

innocuous mannerisms as saying "Uh-hum," a facial expression,
or direction and intensity of gaze can all be effective

9

l.:l;Wt., p. 5?7.

9
me~hods

of reinforcement to insure that behavior changes are

.
10
taking place in the desired direction.

Although experienced counselors have long known the
danger of projecting one's biases tnto the thinking of the
student, the general attitude has been that this was a rather
gross effect that coul.d be guarded against easily.

Hrenn

feels that the counselor can no longer be sure of his neutrality.

Speaking Hith reference to the studies of verbal

reinforcement mentj oned earlier, \.Jrenn makes this comment:
• • • we see the mechanisms of such p:rojectj.ons laid
bare; Ne see the subtle "Cower of seemj.ngly innocuous
words; l!'le see the danger of quite unconsciously leading
a client down sinuous paths of obscure intent. ·More
important~ we see a pO\'>l'erful. tech£:1:que which is almost
frightening in its effectiveness.··
To ivrenn 1 t seems,

11

It is increasingly clear that the

counselor cannot and does not rema1.n neutral in the face of
the student's value conflicts. 1112

Since it appears that

counselors cannot escape dealing 1tJith values and expresslng
values in their own behavior, it becomes j.ncreasingly
important that the counselor be
influence of his values.

cle:~1r

about the nature and

This is not the whole rna tter, how-

ever, in that Wrenn also reports a developing conviction
Gilbert C. vJrenn, .'Ibft Qoungu2lo_r in .tl:l.a £!biiUl~1:tlg.
Amerlcan Personnel and Gu1.do.nce
Association, 1962J, pp. 57-8.
10

~:JQ;cld

(\~ashingtont D. C.:

ll.llU.d., p. 59.

12

112.1d.., p. 62.

10
among psycholog:lsts that values <3,re seE?n as the central difficulty for many troubled people. 1 3
It appears that in former times, values wore clearly
defined• with willful disobedieb6e of the values a fairly
sim;,)le matter in treatment.

According to

1~renn,

the current

picture is almost the reverse:
rrhe maladjusted person feels himself more lost than
guilty. Social expectations'have become more diverse,
less ~.~~1ell defined, less insistont. The social processes
Of inculcating strong values are less effective today, ll.
in part because family and community are less cohesive. LIAs a consequence of this situation, the ind.ividual
seems to lack purpose and direction.

He feels estranged,

NOrthless, and unsure of his identity.
values and perhaps acquirtng new ones

rrhus clarifying
11

•••

become a major

task for the ind.lvidu:::tl in coun8eltng,·as in education
generally. 11 1.5
\vhi le · many other sources could. be gl ven to Cl.ocument
and sup·oort the many references to

~ Coups~lor

.1n a, Cbsa,ng1ns

V.1orld by Gilbert Hrenn, the emphasis at this point of the

l"eport is merely to indicate the context of the concern and
the importance of this study.
'11 hUs the importance of this stucly is not only related

to the negative aspect of looking for violations of a church
and state separ-ation principle, .but also to discovering facts
-------~~---------

13lhl.Q.. ' p. 6.13

.

14l.:Q.1sl.

11

that may aid in determining what ought to be in the light of
the thinking just presented •
. II.

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

In order to accomplish the purposes of this study a
resE;arch plan was designed to collect the data needed to

answer the questions presented in the analysis of the
problem.

Elan

Qf RQse~rcu

The problem as stated is broad and exploratory in
type and is generally concerned v-H th locating difficulties
or describing current practj.ces.

Ordinarily this would sug-

gest a quest'Lonnaire that NOUld be sent to a sampling of or
to all high school counselors in Northern California.
Recognizing the controversial n9ture of the subject matter,
as well as the difficulty of communication brought about by
the ambiguity and lack of definitions for such words as
religion, a personal interview was chosen as the tool for
collecting data.
Because of a pos2ibility that the problem would
entail discovering relationships between counselors and
organi~ational

structures, it was decided to collect data

from a, s1ngle school system rather than ts.l{e a sampling of'
separated counselors in various systems.

Thus a universe,

12
or all the counselors in a representative city, was selected
as the source of .data.

Representativeness of the city was

determined on the basis of relative proportion of occupational groups in the. population of California.
The data to be gathered were to represent current
practices, and so the collection tool v11as only partially
structured.

~3ince

at least one part of

~he

study was con-

cerrL:d both with explicit and implicit aspects of counselor
values, the data collection tool provided direct questions
as well as hypothetical oases in an effort to Hample both of
these areas.

Rl.wi

f..Qx.

..trui H~ma inder .Q1'. .tM. Renor:t

'rhe organization of this report included a review of
l"•elated J.i teratu.re in Chapter Two, collection ana. pre sentation·of data in Chapter Three, and discussion and analysis
of ftnd1.ngs in the final chapter.

CHAPTER II
H.EVIEVJ OF THE LITEBATUHE

The concern of this study involves knowledge and
""

understanding of four major oJ.scipli.nes.

(~ducation,

psychology, sociology, and theology all have an integral
1

involvement in Tflhat happens when a school counselor faces a
religious or value issue.

To specify meaning for a vocabulary

which may be unique to a given profession is indeed not
simple.

The review which follows cannot claim to treat the

various disciplines and the variety of positions within
these disciplines adequately.

Nevertheless the attempt to

hold meanings constant is necessary.
I.

EDUCATION AND CI·!UH.CH-STATF; SEPAHATION

A perusal of school law yearbooks, California Jurisprudence volumes, and a discussion with a Ce.lifornia Deputy
Attorney General all indicate that the church-state separation issue and its relattonship to public school guidance
programs has not yet become a topic for li tige.tion.
Interpretations of the broader educational implications of
the separation of church and state, however, have been
comparatively well

estab~~shed

because of decisions related

to other aspects of school program.
Since the historical background for legal decisions
and the decisions themselves have been treated in great

14

detail and length in s<;.ch sources as CbtU'Gh, St_a:t.e_ IDld
Fre~qgm

by Pfeffer, Eay,QatlM

M.d.~

S1ap:ceme Court by

Spurlock, and since the total picture gained in a review of
these sources is generally one that suggests an

~nsettled

situation, this report has attempterJ to assess the current
school si tuatton rather than (lU;.)ltoate these F:tnalyses.

This

study was more philosophically than legally oriented in view
of the need to gsneralize to the .sc\1001 counseling area,
which area has 11 ttle or no background
litigation or controversy.

m~:1terial

in terms of

Stanley's recent review of the

church-state problem follows as support for the preceding
plan of reviewing the literature relating to education and
cburch-ata~e

separation:

Clearly these contradictions in legal philosophy,
coupled rdth the differences in language between the
opinions in the McCollum and. the Zoraok cases, indicate
that the question of church-state relationship has not
been definitively or finally answered in legal terms
• • • (and) could not be settled in these terms, since
the meaning of the church-state problem • • • is
c>.ultural. rather than judlcial.l 6
In lieu of a documanted review of historical and
legal background for the relationship of church and state,
the following summary by Eby is presented as a generally
accurate and comprehensive summary:
(1) Christian churches had pro··:.red so delinquent in
enlightening the rational ca-pacit~· of the people that
16

\rJilliam 0. Stanley, "Educational and Social Policy,n
He:![1BJ& .Qf. Educe.ttonal Ji.Sise§arcb, 31:92, li'ebruary, 1961.

15
their long monopoly of teaching was taken over by the .
states. (2) Modern states taught Christianity in order
to inculcate reverence for public morals and authority,
and to perpetuate polit:tcal and economic control rather
than to evange lh.:e individuals. (3) Public school
religion has usually turned out .to be jU~3 t another curricular subject and a specious substitute for spiritual
realization. It devitalizes the faith that submits to,
or promotes it; and under it churches become formal and
complacent, and lose thel r pov.rer. (4) No statement,
:
formula or syllabus of religious truth has been devised
that is satisfactory to all Christian bodies, much less
to other faiths, i'Jhich e,ll agree should be taught as a
common denominator and as a basis for mor.•ality. (5) In
the n&.ture of the ca~'>e, state-employed teachers cannot
teach Christian Oioctrine in a way that is acceptable to
all Christian bodies. (6) No plan has yet been devised
by which all church groups can teach their views in connection irJi th the secular public schools without violating
the constitutional provision of the separation of church
and state. (?) The Canadian system of providing both
Protestant and .catholic schools at public expense is now
breaking down. (8) ~rhe European system of teaching the
several creeds in the state school is equally a violation
of the rights of individual conscience. In consequence
of these difficulties, the problem of religious instructlon remains unsolveCJ..l7
Eby's conclusion J:>ela.tive to the larger world. scene

is supported in essence by Hurley's study of church-state

relationships in ed.ucation in
th1.s hir.;tory as one

11

•••

Cal~fornia

in thc:tt he describes

not conBtrained by the limits of

logic, nor circumscribed by principles or philosophic reasoni ng.

11

18

17 Frederick Eby, ~ Development .Qf. Nod,e;r;;:n t~dy,cati QU.
(second edition; Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1952), p. 685.
Hark J. Hurley, Church-Stat~ Ec.;;Uat1onl]bius 1n !-~dtaca
.:t.lilll .ill Califorula (1tJashington, D. c.: Catholic Un:\.versity
of America, 1948), p. 151.
18

16
While this fact of disagreement or unsettledness is
generally accepted. by r11ost writers, the:re ls some difference
of opinion as to how the problem v-1111 be. resolved.

In what

seems to be a typical schoc1l administrator approach; ·the
book~

Law. .a.nd

~ SQbOQl 3upe;r: 1nteudJ?n:t.,

sta te~1:

11

It seems

clear that a comprehensive judicial opinion from the United
States Supreme Court is necessary to clarify the issue and
formulate a principle of
most situations. 111 9

li:'lW

which will be ap·:Jlicable in

Even if a comprehensive opinion was a possibility, it
is probable that many Hriters 1.-1ould find thls undesirable.
It would not only be undesirable but, according to.one
author of these legal opinions' comprehensive opinions are
carefully avoided.

20

'rhe log:l.o of the foregoing conclusion apDarently rests
in recognition of "the wall of separation" principle as

an

established social myth, of the necessity of v.rorking out a
rnocllJ.s

,¥..1.Yen~U

for specific si tua.ti ons in view of the com-

plex1t1es of various situations, and the realizatton that
specifloi ty tends toward

res+riot~_on

and constraint when

applied by government in matters of personal conscience.

19 nobert L. Dr•ury (ed.), Lr,-~ and ~ SclJQQ.l Syner1n:teooeut; {Cincinnati: The H. H. Anderson Co·npany, 19_)8), p.
192.
20 ..-·::>tatement
,
f
by nc1ichard L • •n
1%\yers, Depu t·y .l.ttorney

General, State of California, School Administrators' Conference, Unive·sity of the Pacific, Stockton, Californ1a,
November 28, 1962.
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Kelly provides an illustration and application of the
relationship of

govern~ent

and matters of personal conscience:

r:I!he early ·christians t>Jere persecuted as 'atheists 1
because they did not worship a visible 'god.' Government
con'\:irains and restricts religion.whenever it defines what
is 'religious' and what is not; however, some concept
must be used. as a basis for d0termln:tng what groups
qualify for tax-exemption~ and other itnrf'unities accorded
religion in. this country,~ 1
Another solution to the issue at hand is indicated by
those who advocate complete adherence to
tion 11 principle.

\~hile

11

the v'rall of sepa:ra-

closely related to the foregoing,

this aporoach does not naj.vely wait for a comprehensive
legal pronouncement but rather looks to com')lete and absolute
separation of church and state with only

11

immediate and grave

danger to the security and. welfare of the community 11 as
justification for infringement on religious freedorn. 22
this posi t1on i.s

oft~"'n

Since

founded upon Nhat is said to be the

. original intention of such leaders as JeffG:rson, Healy's
report of a doctoral study of Jefferson's views on this
subject will follow as an analysis of this nos1tion.
Separat1.onist N·ri ters such as Butts, t1oehlman, and
Pfeffer generally concluCl.e that religion o,e;r

~'

in opposi-

tion to teaching about religion, should not be part of the
21

Dean M. Kelly, g~e~t~ons Qll Cburch Qnd St0~ (Chicago:
G(~neral Board of Social and Economic Relations of the I1ethodist Church, 1960), p. ).
22

Le o

Pfeff~··.'r, .Q.b,urch, ;;?J;<:i.;t~

Beacon Press, 1953), p. 604.

an,d. F're@dorn (Boston: 'rhe

18
public school curriculum and :that 0 secular and therefore
neutral attitude should be me,intained.

Sepal~s.tion

in this

light is thus mainly a legal matter with the use of public
fund.s usually the major issue.

•ro the extent

t~hat

this is a

fair generalization and also the\.t these beliefs have their
primary foundation in Jefferson 1 s thinking and 'toJriting,
Healy's analysis severely attacks these foundations.
First of all, Jefferson 'Tery definitely felt that
religion was essential in education, whether privately supportea. or public school.

23

Secondly, his concern for

eliminat:i on of doctrinal or sectarian religion

~vas

not

founded on neutrality but rather on his explicit rejection

of supernatural revelation and trinitarianism, in opposition
to his ot-tr.t Unitarianism, holding the former to be irrations.l,
obscurantist, superstitious, iumtoral, and a corrupt form of
24
the teaching of Jesus.
Thirdly, Jefferson's ma,jol"' emphasis
1'1as in terms of

to a legal

ecluot.:~otional

25

principle.~

aims rather than strict adherence

Pourthly, since h:Ls efforts at

elimination of the tee.ching of doctrinal relig1.on vve:ce
l'1ased on his conviotton that

11

•••

'charlatanerie' having no nlace

23

theology was a

in~

sound E;ducation

B.obert 11. Healy, Jeft:e~C20l1 QU B.el l.el Q.ll .1n IJ.ibllc
E<!ugat;:ton (Ne\'J Haven: Yale University Press, 1962), p. 257.
24
..Ih.l.d. ' p. 21.~ 8.

25

1.lll.d., p. 257.
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sources of prinoiple:

Jefferson•s attempt to relate r~liglon to public
eduoe;ti•>n reflect(·H1 his ovm beJ.i0f thrd; hls own
Peliglous per,;;uas:ton l'JFHl not; only right but neut:raJ.,
Hr.t(.l t;herefore a ocnGti tut :!.omtlly aec*~ptable ba:~1s fot"'
t.I.!::1Vc•lopj.ng cJ:lOl"'f::tl Euh:t1ts /"i.nd fostering r•el'igious fx>eed.Orlh
'l'hat his effol"t;;; to fo:~ter• religious freedom 1.n
pucll3.c edu.cation might rf:~eult in trv~1 virt~ual establish-

ment of his own beliefs or in discrimination against
certain people because of their rel1g1oua op1n1ons
tltHiotfbte~?Y neve:r• occurred to h:l.m in any c<mv1noing
fashl 011.

,,

t'io:re sp~'oiflaa.lly for thls si:iudy, how to find \'la.ys

to nurture 1"elig1oo.s emc>tions, ~"'tt;itudet;,

EH1d

ideas, 1i'J'o1.ch

httte:r Hr·e ind:l.apensa1.Jlet for the ()t•g.nn.tz~tti~>n of ethicBl
personr;tli ty :i.n ccH·rd:tm;t1 on

lt1:l th

l·::eoulm." :publlo. sehools ~

remains as one of the un~Se-1 ved f!;duca.tl (mal p:t•nblem.$. 28
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religious groups and the home have the me.jor sectarian
responsibility, many people st:i.ll a.re convinced that the
public school program of education becr·mes. distorted and
irr~overished when all religious references are excludea.29

A New Yorl<: :State court included the following statement in a church-stAte decision involving schools.
tion of church and sta.te has never meant freedom
relig\on but rather freedom .Q.( religion. 30

"Separa-

~

In another'

ce.se, the same court continued this type of thinking.
"Every indiviclual has a right personally to be

fref~

from

religion, but that right is a shield, not a sword, and may
not be used to compel others to adopt the same attitude. 11 31
The American Council on Education's Committee on
Helig: 1 on and Education st•:) ted the relevant conclusions to a
study of thls concern in its first renort, "'I'he I:l.elation of
Hel:tgion to Public Educati.on:

The Basic Principles • • •

,tl

1. ~f.'he problem is to find. a \·vay in publ:l.c education
to give due r•ecognJ.tion to the plf.'l.ce of r'eligion in the
culture and in the convictions of our people while at
the same tl.me safeguarding the separation b:f church and
state.
1
2.
1'he S·3paration of American public education from
church control tvas not intended to exclude all study of
religion from the school program.

2

9Henry t•;hler•s and Gordon C. Lee Ceds.) , ~
JJa~ 1n l£QuQq,tlon (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1959),
p. 10.':).
30
Lee 0. Graber, rrhe ~ep.rlN9k .Qi. Sck)ool b.~.W. (Danville,
Illinois: Interstate Printers an(1 Publisher-s, Inc., 1961),

p. 69.

31
l.:hid.'

p. 159.
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3. Teach:i.ng a common core of religious beliefs in
the public schools is not a satisfactory solution.
4-. 'l'enching 11 morr~l ~1.nd spiritual values 11 cannot be
regarded as an adequate substitute for• an appropriate
consideration of religion in the school program.
5. Teaching which opposes or derties religion is as
much a vloL::ttion of religious liberty as teaching Nhich
advocates or sup?)orts any particul::n• religious belief.
6. Introducing factual study of religion vv-111 not
commit the public schools to any p~).rticular religious
belief.
·
?. The role of the school in the study of religion is
dist~.not. from, though complementary to, the role of the
church.
f3. ~rhe public school c1hould Rtlmula te the young
towerd a vigorous, person<:ll reaction to the challenge of
rel'\.glon.
9. The public school should assist youth to have an
tnterU.gcnt tmflP:rc;tn.nding of the ht ,,,t;or1 cal ancl co3
temporary role of 1~eligi.on in human affairs • • • • 2
The Educational Policies Commission of the National
E(1UcHtion Assoctatj_on of the United. States and of the
American Association of School Administrators published its
report in 1951 titled,
Public Schools. 11

11

f1oral and Sp:Lritur:tl ValueB in the

rl'he folLowing passage from this r·eport

will serve as a concluding stc',tement of this section.
The public schools can teach objectively about
religion without advocating or teaching any religious
creed. To omit from the classroom all references to
religion and the im;tJtut5.ons of rellgion is to neglect
an important part of American life. Knowledge about
religion is ensential for a full understanding of our
culture, literature. art, history,· and current affairs.
That religious beliefs are controversial is not an
adequate reason f:cr excludin§' teaching about religion
in the nublic schools . • • . 3

3 2Ehlers,

QQ. ,r.J..t,. ,

p. 106.
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II.

LITEHA'rmm ON THE PSYCHOLOGY-HELlO ION CONTHOVEHSY
This study has assumed that there has historically

been a conflict of some kind between certain positions within
psychology and organized religion, pe.rticuhlrly theistic
religion.

A consideration of the conflict is relevant to

this study to the extent that the influence of any
irreligious aspect of the practitioner's training may
systematically bias his work in a practical setting.
According to Arbuckle; a basic difference between
psychology and religion is that the former is to be considered science.

This cllifferen.oe has tended. to keep these

two disciplines considerably apart. with the former sciencereligion co.nfl icts in the fields of astronomy and biology
having given way to a psychology and religion conflict • .3 4
t1owrer traces the influences of Dewey upon behaviorism and;
quoting Boring, suggests

th~tt

the epistemology of opera ...

tionalism has become implicit in the faiths of behaviorism,
func·tional and capac5.ty psychology and thus the basic
American psychological faith • .35
Mowrer continues by indicating that functionalism and
behaviorism were strenuously rebelling against the "old
psychology" v1hi ch was based upon presupcos i ttons very near
14 ' .
~ Dugald :3. Arbuckle, Counsell.ng:
(Boston: Allyn and Baooni 1961), p. 8?.

l1.n Introduct:ton

35 o. Hobart f:1owrer, ~ Crj.sis. in Psycbiat;ry £llld
Rel1gion (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1961), p. ).
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to those of theology.
the French;

Language abetted the struggle in that

l'&Hll~,

and the German,
interpreted either mind or soul. 36

s~qle,

both may be

Since we do not attribute a "soul 11 to animals and
since Darwinian theory asserted the existence of continuity
be tween men and animals, an. organic mechanistic approach to
the mind was lN"ell established.
This mechanistic approach has been, and still is,
very·fruitful with respect to understanding and helping man.
It is in this helping, however, that a strictly mechanistic
approach may be limited.

Glad presents this situation

~.n

the

following eloquent manner.
How people change their values and behav1.or is stL1.1
a privately intuitive matter. Techniques and processes
of ameliorating human misery in psychotherapy remain in
the penumbra of objective science and in the center of
such artistic subtleties of unconscious rela.tionships
between interviewer and client. Such operational
elusiveness, such scientific obscurity, must somehow
be explicitly and publicly penetrated. A practice which
provides the procession of huw..-an values emerging from the
consulting rooms of psychotherapy must somehow be
susceptible to explicit description, repeatability, and
objective validation.
A science of psychotherapies is intimately concerned
with human v:alues. However validly the integ:rity of
science demands objective methodology, psychotherapeutic
science must g~e.pple with th~ po31nantly subjective
lives of c11r-:1nts and therapibts.

361J21d., p. 6.

37nonald D. Glad, o~,§rat1Qua,l Val!J.es ill P~l!:cuotuer~
(New York: Oxford University Press* 1959), pp. 2-3.
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Others have also faced the implication that psychology,
as it-functions in the therapeutic relationship, has again
re-entered the philosophical-religious domain.
remarks that having

11

•

•

•

Becker

entered into a state of legal

separation dur:tng the early prJ.rt of the century in order to
allow psychology to thrive as a science, unfettered by
doctrinal restraints, 11 psychology and religion" • • • have
fallen in love again • • • due to the influence of psychotherapy on psychology, 11 3 8 Arbuckle asks the question,
11

Counsel:tng:

Guid?-UQ~

a philosophy or science'?" in the

E.s:rsgnn~l

.a.ud

Journal and devotes an entire section to the same

que sM. on in his text, CoYtlfilt1l,.ng:

An IntroQ.uctiQn.

Wri t1 ng in the Christian Century, \valker and London
suggest that not only has psychotherapy returned to the
religious arena, but it has taken over in certain areas
Nhere the clergy once retgned..

11

1tJestern culture has come

to require that its value system be interpreted. and restated
by a secular moral authority, perhaps simply because it
identifies large segments of roeligious dogma with unappealing naivete.n39
38

Russell J. Becker, "Links Between Psychology and·
Heligion," Am~;r:ican PsycholQilst, 13:.567, October, 195B.
39orayton Walker and Perry London, "Psychotherapists:
The New Clergy, 11 Toe Cbr1st11fJ.D C!2P:!i!Jt:l(., 77:51.5, April 26,
1961.
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Assuming that therapists, as professional representatives of science, discourse in a realm distinct fro111 that of
, the church, churchmen have become uncritical; so that
therapists " • • • now

e~joy

something like a moral c§rte

blanche assigned them by society in want of a relevant
40
creed. 11
It is interesting to note that 111hile psychology seems
to be the scapegoat inasmuch as it h:as usurped some authority
or functions that should presumably belong to religion,
mention of this always implies a ''reakness or failure on the
part of the church and religion.

In accepting this fact of

religious weakness, de Grazia says:
There is much to be done in modern religion before
it can recover its rightful place. As it teeters on
its brinks, it is not a religion of the whole spj,rit.
It has become a victim of Biblical legalism and
pharisaical moralism. Like everyone else today, it
believes that when one talks morals, one favors
'stricter morals.' But fhe founder of Christianity
invited men to a feast. 4
The main problem, however, is still one
psychology with li'reud as the featured target.

t•Ji thin

I1any reltgious

individ.uals, having become aware of the situation which allows
a secular moral authority greatly to influence society's
values, have j.dentified Freudian concepts as being greatly
responsible for -vJhat appears to s-o-me to be a moral breakdown.
LW

l:l:U_<i. ' p. 516.

41

Sebastian de Grazia, Errors 1n P~ycnotnerapy (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1952), p. 232.
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rrhis is the. position tal<en by the sociologist La
Piere.

While his references to psychology and psychiatry

are open to question because of

~d.s

apparent lack of prepara-

tion in these fields, his sociologically oriented remarks
may be relevant at this point.

Referring to Freudianism as

a. renouncement of many establtshed values and sentiments and

suggesting that it would be foolish to suppose a causal
relationship, he states that "•

the concordance of the

Freudian ethic with educational and orge,nizational changes,
changes which .1n

~

seem likely to stultify individual

enterprise • .. • might very well bring American society into
an era of stagnation. u'+ 2
The most seriot..ts attacks upon B,reudian concepts have
come from a former president of the American Psychological
Association

o.

B. Mowt'er.

Mpwrer feels thffl.t mental ill

health is not a confllct between impulse and conscience as
suggested fro,.n one of Freud's concepts, but that the prime
source of anxiety is in aots that have been done in violation
4
of the conscience. 3
I'1owrer has lectured and pub11. shed widely on this
topic and recently compiled many of these concepts 1.nto the

42 B.ichard La Pi ere, Tbfi. Freud1an !E.thl,Q (New York:
Dryden Presst 1956), p. viii.
Li-J·Fl
1 owrer,

.Q.ll~

,.,.-\ +
~·

,

p. 35 •
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main theses of Mowrer has be0n that the concept of sin is
important in psychotherapy .1.~5
awp~·B

Thus the individual must be

of r·ightnes;::J and wrongness and must accept responsi-

bility for wrong acts.

r.J}his is in contrast to the deterrnin-

ism suggested in the earlier part of this section in which,
according to Seely, "• •• both choice and morality must be
absent or 1llusory." 46
The problems of authority anc1 res pons tbili ty thus
become crucial and provide the pivot around t1Th1.ch the discussion of the interrelationship of psychology and religion
revolves.

f1owrer 1 s concern for

11

guilt 11 rather than

11

guilt

feelingstt and. his belief in the necessity of the concept of
11

sin," all appeal very much to the religious individuals who

feel that l'i'reudlan concepts have fostered too much permissiveness.

Not all religious individuals accept Mowrer's

viewnoint as being the answer, in spite of its close affinity

44lll1.d.
4

5o.

Hobart Mowrer, 11 Some Constructive F'eatures of the
Concept of. Sin," JoJJl".U.QJ of. CO!JnH~ltog PsyqholQ!;¥, 7:185-88,
Summer-, 1960.

46 J. H. Seely, "Guidance:

A Plea for Abandonment, 11

Per-sQnnel .ruld GJJ1¢J.5J.nQe Journal, 34:528, May, 1956.
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to the repentance-confession-restitution pattern of Christianity.

Pohlman's article,

at Sin. 11

Psychologists Take Another Look
clarifies this particular aspect. 4 7

Ano the r

wr~ ter,

11

Au;subel, also disagrees trJi th f1owrer

but does concede some principal poihts.
example, admit that in

11

•••

H~

does, for

recent years,· psychology has

been moving stea:dlly away from' its formerly fashionable
stance of ethical neutrality in the behavior .tal sciences. "

48

Having made this concession, he 1loes not, however, stay with
Howrer for the solution.
. • • one can plausibly accept that psychiatrists and
psychologists have erred in trying to divorce behe.v:toral
evaluation from ethical considerations in conducting
psychotherapy in an amoral setting and in confusing the
psychological explanation of unethical behavior with
absolution from aooountabllity for same, w1tb,Qy,;b necessarily endorsing the view that personality disorders are
basically reflections of sin, and that victims of these
disorders ~re less ill than responpible for their
symptoms. 4 ·
Ausubel says that it is dangerous and unnecessary to
substitute the concept of sin for the concept of illness in
the case of personality disorders.
11

He further states that

culpable inadequacy in meeting problems of ethical choice

4 7Edward Pohlman, 11 Psychologists 'l1ake Another Look at
:3in," 11ua Jovrnal Qf.. Pa.s;to:r@.1 ~. 1.5 :144 ... 52, ll'all, 1961.
1+8

.

David P. Ausubel, "Personality is a Disease, 11
AmS?rican fsychol,Q~1sat, 16:64, Februe,ry, 1961.
49
lb.i.d. ' 'P. 73.
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and responsibility,· and (that) victims of behavior. disorder
are, therefore, morally accountable for their symptoms, is
neither logically or empirically tenable. tt 50
Immoral behavior and mental illness ure clearly
' d:tstingu:tshable, according to Ausubel, with guilt the
secondary. etiological factor in anxiety and depress ion.
In other situations 1 t is either not prominent or· is absent. 51
Ausubel •s basic quarrel with I-IJ.owrer is indicated with
the statement that all this ". • • would substitute theological disputations and philosophj.oal wrangling a.bout values as
op:oosed to specifiable quantitative and qualitative criteria
of

.::~1 seo.se.
,., , n52

\.1.

Since no writer has yet come up with criteria similar
to those suggested by Aur:,;ubel,

11

•

•

•

the affiliation of the

clergy with the psychotherapeutic profession and the ascendance of the latter into a powerful status and idealogical
position in our soc:tety present problems for all concerned·.

11

1\.gain· the therapist; whatever his pretentions,

is not exclusively a scientist and the theoretical schemata.,
which support his therap0utic proceduref3, ape not necessarily
non-moral.
50T,.,~

11

'.t'hey may, 11 according to \1/alker and London, "be

.:l

~·,

5l.ll?.1.d.
521Qi.d.

4

p. 7 •
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at loggerheads with the church's convlcttons as to the
nature of man. u53
ltJhat then 1s the
religion?

rE-~lationship

of psychology and

Heflecting on the interdisciplinary cJ.iscussi ons

in the foregoing, F'rankl suggests that these post tions are

not pure antithesis but successive stages with the final
stage yet to be reached. )L~
For Frankl, the basic relationship of psychology and
religion is simple.

"The goal of psychotherapy is to heal

the soul, to me,ke it healthy; the aim of religion is essentially something different--to save the soul. u55

•rhis dif-

ferentiation has obvious merits theoretically, but the
operational difficulties remain.
Brammer and Shostrom of"er what could be the most
appropriate, and thus concluding, statement relative to-this
section.

Religious and psychological concepts are not

mutually exclusive.

A breakthrough in the relationship

between psychology, philosophy, and religlon would be of
great benefit to al1.5 6

53walker, Qll • .Qll., p. 516,
4
5 Viktor E. Frankl, The Doctor
Alfred Knopf, 1955), p. 9.
55 ,_.,~.,

1

~· ~

56

and·~

Soyl (New York:

p. xv.

Lawrence M. Brammer and Everett L. Shostr·om, Tbe;ca.P£?YtiQ Psyrb.Ol.Qgy (Englewood c ·1 iffs, Nc~w Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1960 , p. 383.

1------
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III.

LJII'EBA'.rtJRE ON H.ELIGION IN SCHOOL COUNSELING

Textbooks used in many counselor education classes
typically avoid any mentj.on of religion.

Traxler's book is

no exception, but he does credJ;t religion as a source of the
guidance movement.
An old and strong source of the guidance movement is
religion. The religious man looks upon the world and he
sees TN'hat he interprets as a constant struggle bet\"leen
the :forces of rtghteousness and those of evil. 'vle must
get hold of people when they are very young and train
them for the good life. We must build character in our
youth. 1 And so he looks to the educational system to
help him with this task, and rightly so~ because it is
the school which has the inside track,)'
Durnall describes the counselor in the secular setting
as one who is in a bullrlng.

He feels that. traditlonally,

counselors have been used to divorcing religion and counseling
wtth these two areas viewed as being dichotomous.5 8
rrraining has emphasized the scientific method and
pragmatj_sm at the expense of moral and religious values.
Durnall cloes not feel that training is necessarily irreligious but that it might be more adequately described by the
phrase religious unoonsciousness.59
Arthur E. 'l'raxler, Teohnigu§~ .Qf. Gu 1dauce (revised
edition; New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), p. 3.
57

58Edward J. Durnall, "The Counselor and His Religion,"
Personnel .and. GyldanQe Joy;r:na,l, 36:326, January, 1958.
59.D.U.d.
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F'amily, 'Counsel)ng, birth control, diet, prer:aari tal
se,x

probl(~ms •

and violation of legal L1.nd. moral codes are all

gi yen as examples, of the kJ.-::ds of problems vJhich counselors
may face.

Jll1e quest 1 on is pre sen ted, How do you couns e 1 the

whole individual if you leave out thes~ kinds of problems?
Is not the comproroise, believing one way and permitting
another, a schizoid solution?

Must a counselor be amoral to

be impartial, or should he counsel only those who believe as
60
he?
rrhese are the questions presented by Durnall to focus
on the issues in his \ntrocluctlon to a symposium on the
·counsr::lor and. his religion.

Perhaps he impl1oi tly quE"~stions

here the possibility of impartiality.

According to Cole, an interest in, or a revolt
against, religion is an integral part of adolescence for a
majority of those rtJho attend some church. 61
11

Young people seem particularly sensitive to religious

influences •
tion.

~

• they sometimes consider a religious voca-

'I'hey pictm:>e themselves idealistically serving or

saving the world."

6o.lll..t..d.
61

62

Students can be greatly disturbed

Luella Cole, Psyghgl~ Qt Adolescen~ (fourth edition; New York: Rinehart and Company, 1954), p. 538.
62
0rlo Strunk, Jr., urrheological ~:;tudents: A Study
in Perceived r1ot.tves," P§rsonn,el ml!i, ~ Joy;r;u$.l,
36:320, January, 1958.
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because their fundamentalist beliefs are challenged, and
they may have doubt and antagonism toward established
religious programs.

This

antagon~.sm

may spring from ina ...

bility to reconcile certain scientific facts with childhood
beliefs and is intensified when adults represent science as
inimical to religion. 63
While documentation is questionable, there are statements in the literature which suggest that the p:t>oblems of
youth are increasing.

La Piere, a sociologist, reports

that juvenile crimes are increasing two and one-half times
more rapidly than the population is increasing. 64
In his article, "Children in Crisis," Vaughn describes
youth in crisis as lacking in security, love experiences,
direction, discipline and control, as well as identification 1dth models. 65

These youth have a life of material

comforts, but this life has a dearth of meanings or direction and laclcs clear and definite purpose. 66 Reflecting on
this crisis in values he states, "We can hardly recognize it
because we are part of it. 116 7 Vaughn feels that ten per cent

63llU...d., p. 121.
6

4~a Piere, ~. ~., p. 173.

6

.

.5warren T. Vaughan, 11 Child.ren in Crisis, 11 M~mtal
Hyiien@, 45:355, July, 1961.

66lJ;UJJ..
6 7.lll.1.d.

of these young people need direct professional attention and
as high as eighty per cent in some urban populations are
deterred from optimum functioning.

He also suggests the.t

this problem is epidemic and widespread and that one in five
youth need one or' more parents. 68
Anticipating the fact that certain individuals would
question whether aclolescents e.ctually do bring religious
questions to their counselors, Arbuckle makes the following
comment:

"The fact that they do come would usually indicate

that they do not want intellectual and formal:i.zed answers to
religious questions, but that they want to talk about their
own religious problems.

If a person wants specific answers

h e will.. usua 11 y go t o hi s c 1 ergyman. "69

provides a rather pessimistic summary.

He states thf:lt since

f:tll of the other institutions having failed, the home and
the church most notably, counselors are given. a free hand at
the task of adapting the young person to the soclety presently operating. 70

68

1Qid.' p. 357.
69 Dugald .'3. Arbuckle, nThe Self Shows in Counse11ng, 11

Per§o:o,nel a,rul GtaidanQe Journal, 33%171, November,
?0

~3eely,

.Ql;L•

~.,

p. 531.
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Beli!(;lon .1n Educaticmal and. Voo;atio!Jal

Gqid~no!}

The preceding section indicated that certain adolescents may have religious problems whtch are occasionally
brought to the school counselor.

One guidance function

which generally affects every student in high school is in
the area of ed.ucational and vocational guidan.ce.

Hhile not

all students may consider this to be a religious matter,
there is some evidence that it is partially.

Kemp suggests

that when a man chooses a vocation he chooses a way of life;
and that this vocational choice is important because it is a
:religious matter.

11

i'Iany of the publications on vocatlonal

guidance do not seem to grasp the significance of the word
'vocation' in its original or deepest sense at all--aa a
•calling. 11171 Kemp continues by saying that, "Vocational
counselors do not know denominational 'differences, 11 and that
studies ind:\.cate that theological students received 11ttle
help from vocational counselors. 72 11 In a world that l\lorships
at the shrine of business and financial success as primary
factors in vocational selection, we need to sound the summons to the service motives of a,ll vocations. 1173 Kemp also
feels that guidance for church vocations is an area larger
and more complex than most people realize.7 4

71 c. F. Kemp, ~ PastOt! tUld Vocational Counsel1nr&
(St. Louis: The Bethany Press, 1961), p. 96.
72
73
74
~ •• p. 118.
l.Q1.d., p. 97.
ll2.1sl., p. 115.

Henry fee,ls ~hat factual information on religious
vocations should

.be

available, that biographies of great

religious leaders should also be available, and that attention should be glven to religious interests in testing
interests and aptitudes.75
In a study reported by Strunk, a lis.t of twelve
vocational choice motives were ranked by religious workers.
Altruism, that is, serving the needs of people, was ranked
first.

"I was calleo. by Gocl," Nas ranked second, with

reformation, or making the world. a better pla.ce to 11 ve,
ranking third.76
)

Strunk notes that the term "call" and its motivational aspects are rarely found in contemporary·literatt.fre
on vocational choice, and he wonders how the guidance
counselo~ would perceive altruistic and theistic mot1ves. 77

Much of what could be reported in this section has
already been implied or explicitly stated in other sections
of this study.

The quotations and references taken from

Wrenn 1 s recent book, .T.ru:!. Counselo;r: .1n ;a Cnan~ing ltJgrJ.q,
make up a fundamental part of the section entitled, "The

?5Jules Henry, "Permissiveness and l'iorality, 11 Men:t&U
Hxsiene. 45:66, April, 1961.
76,0. ,t run·.,
k .QQ. ~·,
no\ .fp. 321.
77

lhld. '

p. .32 2.
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Importance of This Study. 11

t"i'ri tin.g what is, in effect, the

official statement of ethics for guidance counselors, Wrenn
. made the following statements:

II

After s orne analysis of the

principles (it is proposed) that the conflict in cotmseling
ethics can be resolved. only by recourse to a framework of
values."
• • • spoken gently and with affection for all of
you who are my collegues. I propose that our profession is not in want for a respect for evidence and
scientific truth, nor in want for a desire to serve
individuals· a.nd to advance human welfare. He are
aware of our te:chnical and kno~,yledge 11.m1 ta.tions and
have a great discontent with the imperfectness of much
that we do. If this profession is in want of anything
it is in neglect of the proposition toot man is
spiritual as well as intellectual in na ture--1 t is in a
failure to recognize that man has a relationship to the
Infinite as well as to (the) other men. The profession
has established a code of ethics, but its application
calls for decisions that will require great personal
courage and depth of conviction. • . . The counselor
may have to think more of others than himself.
Counselors need to strengthen their moral coura§e as
well as their understandings and skills • . • .'f
'

(

Still within the ethics rubric Wrenn states that the
counselor must refer the client to an ap·:;ropriate specialist
when he is not competent to handle the d1fficulty.79
Also speaki.ng of referrals,

~Hlltamson

gives the added

clarification:
'rhus we counselors need to avoid disruptive and
forced intrus i.on into the privacy and primacy of the

?8

Gilb$rt Wrenn, "The Ethics of Counseling," Educa;tional i1lli':J.. Psycholoi:ical Mea~urement, 12tl77, Summer, 19!)2.
79Thid.
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relationships of stuo.ents with home and church. In
particular, we need to explore in cordial, not competitive, consultation with pastors, religious workers, and
·others long:active in this dimension of human development the 1t>rays through Nhich we counselors. may forge our
own unique roles 51th maximum teamwork relationships in
our common task. 8
After stating that counselors can no longer act as
though religion, clients, and counselors do not exist, Wrenn
gives the following four reasons as explanations why counselors have avoided r·""ligious concerns:

(1) Emotional irnbal-

. ance of some religions, (2) artificiality of others, (3)
empirical and intellectuetl training, and (LJ.) the counselor's
own religious insecurity.

"These threats to the counselor's

peace of mind still do not deny the reality of religious
problems among clients, or keep him from further fear that
he is neglecting a resource that might be tapped in the

inte~ests of his client." 81
t~renn

suggests three ways in

t~hich

the counselor may

improve his handling of his own and other's religion.
(1) Study the significance of relig~.on, positive and nega-

tive, in personality development; (2) deal with religious
problems as permissively and as thoughtfully as you would
other emotion-laden experiences; and (3) clarify his own
80

E. G. W:tllia11son, "Value Orientation in Counseling,''
Personnel and Gylqange. Joyrnsal, 36:52.5-26, April, 19.58.
81

Gilbert Wrenn, "Status and H.ole of the School
Counselor, 11 Personnel <md. Guid<anae J op.rnal, 36:332, November,

1957.
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religious experience; so that immaturity and confus.ion will.
not

' 82
with the counseling relationship.·-

iriterfer~

Phenix suggef>ts the following as an aid to counselors
in handling religious problems:
Counseling is religious when the student seeks help
either on some problem of belief or conduct connected
with his church or on an issue of ultimate concern-of life-and-dea.th importance--whether or not expressed
in traditional religious terms.
The quality of religious counseling is a function of
the counselor's personal adequacy. To deal effectively
with the sprirtgs of another's selfhood the counselor
must himself have pondered long and ear·nestly the deep
issues of his own existence. He must also possess the
wisdom to read the signs of personality with discern'\}1ent; ::or exampl.e, he should not always identify verbal
assertion with inner intention~ He mu§t be aware of his
own liwitat.J..ons and be r·eady to :r,efer.u3
After a rather detailed analysis and description of
how to handle rnoral and religious'problems, Bell gives the
following list to aid in counseling with religious problems:
1. Become familiar with'the religious background of
the client including its source and its intensity.
2. Deter~ine the extent of fear.
3. Look into the relationship of intelligence and
~elig1ous life.
·
L~.
Check economic and social background..
5. Determine religious outlook of parents.
6. Discover childhood religious background.
7. Bxamtne counselor's own bias.
B. Counselor should give his own view if asked, but
should state that it is his own.
82

.

l.'!ll.d.,

p. 333.

.

83Phenix, &Q. nii., p. 83.

9. An atmosphere of understi}.nding, confidence, and
patience should be maintained.a~
It is again of interest to note that information. relative to this section dealing with religion in the counseling
situation was not available from the comparatively large
numbers of texts that are used in counselor education
courses.

84

Hugh r1. Bell, 11 Counseling Stuoents with Horal and
Religious Problems,n General L~ctures (Chico, California:
Chico State College, 1952), p. 71.
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III

COLLECTION AND PRESENTATION OF DATA
In keeping wj.th the research design outlined in
Chapter One, the following is a discussion of the manner in
which this design was put into practice.

The findings of

the study v-1ill be presented following a discussion of the
methodology used in
I.

oollecti~g

the data.

SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE

$0

Inasmuch as the counselors to be interviewed were
intended to be representative of the

general~.ty

of counse-

lors in California public high schools, the criterion of
general congruence of percentages within occupational groups
was used to determ1.ne representativeness.

The rationale for

th1s methodology is based upon the study by Gillen which
suggests that the cUstrl but ion of occupational groups is an
adequate yardstick for' comparing cities with respect to
several variables including those related to educr:ltion.
compa:rj.son of occupational profiles, d.er.i ved from 1960
Census and Standard Industrial Surveys, for the state and
the oi ty used for the sample, is given on the following
page:

A

,>'

25
22.0

20

24.7

21.5

18.J

1?.2

15

14.8

1).0 13.9

6.0

5

6.5

0

0

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

1

California

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

Sample City
FIGURE 1

PERCENTAGES OF EYl.PLOYED PERSOUS IN EIGHT OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

1.
2.

J.

4.

Construction
Mining
fi'.anufacturing
Transportation, communications, and
utilities

5.

6.

?.

8.

Trade
Finance, insurance, and real estate
Service
Government

{California data are from California Statistical Abstract, 1962; Sample City
data are from the U. s. Census County and City Data Book, 1962. Items 2, ?, and 8
are from the Standard Industrial Summary Report, with tbe latter two corrected, and
therefore increased, by one-third in order to reflect the inclusion of J6 per cent
of the total being an occupational group not included in the Sample Ci.ty data.)
.t::"

N

;

j
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. ~rhe general congruence of percentages in the eight
ocoupations.l groups suggests that the sample city does
represent the larger

ar~a

sf California when based on the

rB.tionale of the Gillen Study.

Compar8. tively minor dis-

parities in the last two items are of some concern, but this
may be an artifact of the d.ifferEmces in methods of compiling
data rather than any meaningful difference in populations.
Eighty-four churches were in the area, providing a
large range of reltg:lous ylews, including groups which
involve specific cons1derat1ou relative to the purposes of
this study.
Il.

COLLECTION TOOLS

Because of ambiguities in defining terms such as
religion and because of the emotional implications which may
arise because of the wide variety of religious beliefs, this
study attempted to use collection methods which 1tJOUld keep
these s1.t a minimum.
Recorded Structured Intervtew
Difficulty in communication standardized meanings for
terms such as religion made the typ1.cal normative survey tool,
the questionnaire, seem unreliable.

A personal interview

would. overcome some of this weakness but could ad'l the possibility of interviewer bias by selective response recording
and be leading or influencing in the questioning.

In an
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attempt to eliminate some potential bias, the tape recorder
and the structured interview were chosen as the collection
tools.
The counselor was therefore given a copy of the
selected. questions and. "tt>ras allowed to answer them at his own
rate and according to his perception of them.

'rhere were

tl...ro ope·:·ations in this procedure whlch sometimes became
necessary in practice and which required careful control of
lnterv ie\<Jer remarks.
The first involved each counselor's interpretation of
the questions,

Interviewer clarification was sometimes

essential for the purposes of the study but some what in
contradiction to what has been said with respect to freedom
in communication.

Thus if a counselor actually misinter-

preted a given questi.on, the interviewer would ro1.:1tinely
restate the questton or encourage the counselor toward a
more relevant response.
In such a case, the second fact of misinterpretation
itself was meaningful and did indicate something of the
counselor 1 s competence and. feeling about the matter.
important

preca~tion

The

in the role of the interviewer was

therefore to v.rithhold any clarifying statement until after•
the counselor's initial response was completed and recorded.
'rhus the final transcript of the interview 1.ncludes
both the counselor's interpretation of the questions and

also his re:oly which would then be subject to comparison
with remarks of other counselor·s.
9,ue s t 1 onnal; ;r:e
Although in apparent contradiction to the foregoing
discussion about the difficulty of a simple questionnaire
approach, the use of a short preliminary questionnaire was
thought to be necessary for the following reasons.
Assuming that some counselors would tend to identify
tl1emselves and respond to questions on a

11

should 11 basis, the

questionnaire was designed to or.:ntrol or check on this
aspect to some extent.

·:rhus if the counselor perceived the

interviewer as being a rather religious person, the former's
response might have tended toward being moPe religious than
\..ra.s typical of his real feelings.
A validation survey was attempted here by allowing
counselor's to indicate preference for one of four statements which were designed to be typical of Lowe's four value
'
8
orientations. 5 This was the first step in the interview,
so there was little opportunity for the counselor to reflect
upon the apparent nature of the stucly or the presumed frame
of reference of the interviewer.
In addition to specification of a compatible value
orientation,, the counselor wa.s asked to rank ten problem
8

5Lowe,

QQ.~., pp. 687-93.
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areas

~.\lith

respect to the frequency that given problems

arose in his particular job and to the importance that he
would persontVJlly attach to these areas in the context of his
job.

They

we~e

thirdly asked to check any of the ten areas

that they felt might involve religious ana. moral considerations.
The purpose of the above initial ranking of' f'requency
was to provide a context for the study in general.

Thus if

religious and moral problems reportedly arose least

fre~

quently, then the fino.ing would be qualified to this extent.
The frequency rating also provides a basis for attempting to
compare results of the current study to those of Larson, who
surveyed all the counselors in the state and who also com86
A similarity in the two
piled a s1.mj.lar frequency ranking.
rankings would have implications for judging the representativeness o:f the counselors in the current study.
'rhe ranking of the areas with res:9ect to importance
T,.,ras also designed as a cross-check on the initial reports
of VEllue orientations and to provide an additional dimension
in evaluating the place of l"eligious and moral problems in
counseling.

If frequency were to be the only dimension to be

cons j a.ered, then the mFJ tter would be re1a t i ve ly simple.
86

If

carl A. Larson, "The Pr·eparation of the Secondary
School Counselor" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 5tanford
University, Palo Alto, California, 1951).

4·7

counselors were to feel that the importance of value matters
was relatively greater than others, then a rating of less
frequency

~Jould

still be important.

Counselor checking of areas which ap-oear to have
religious and moral considerations represents an attempt to
evaluate how perceptive counselors are in recognizing value
l{inds of problems.

The rationale is that if a counselor

does not feel that choice of vocation, for example, involves
a religious element, then he will not be sensitive to the
implications of such cases when they arise.

This reasoning

assumes that many such cases may not be overtly or primarily
relj.gious ana. that the counselor will overlook values if he
is not aware of thelr possible nt:1ture.

There is also a

basic assumption here that religious belief underlies and is
related to all behavior to varying extents in different
individuals.
II.

VALUE OHIEN'l1 i\TIONS OF COUNSELORS

Hhile the major concern in investigating values in the
study is to relate choice of a value orientation to various
other parts of the study, objective presentation of the
choices may be relevant in itself.

Classification, as

indicated earlier, is according to the differentiations
made by Lowa and thus counselor preferences are necessarily

categorized into deterministic, (A); culturalistic, (B);
humanistic, (C); and theistic, (D),·groups. 8 7
Value ..QrJ. §pt.!.illm
TABL8 I
VALUE OHD!:NT!\TI ON CHOICES OF 1\LL COUN3ELOB.S IN
1.iHE rrHBEE HIGH SCHOGLS OF rnm SELECTED CITY

A

...

A't

School

II

School

IIBII

School

ncu

B

1

4

Totals

c

...

1

0

5

1

2

Data ;,;uggest a tentative. point of reference for
evaluatlon of the representativeness of counselors by
religious affiliation.

Thus a counselor selecting category

"C", a humanistic value orientation, may or may not be a
church member.

This would be relevant in the event that one

would want to coml)are the counselor's choices to statements
about the general public which are given on the basis of
church membership vc::;rsus no church membership,
It ts interet:;tj_ng to note, however,
i~portant

th~Jt

there is an

difference between the two larger schools.

In

l.y9

school "A", category "D" was the head counselor's choice and
in school "B 11

"i3''.

,

the head counselor's choice was in category

1'his difference seems more pronounced in a subjective

analysis or rating of o:ounselor responses by placement along
a secular-religious continuum.

Using r!3.ther explicit state-

ments by counselors, such.as, "I've not attended church in
seven years, 11 as foundation for these evaluations, the ''most
religious" counselor in school "B" choosing category

11

D11 was

rated as being less religious than the least religious
counselor in school "A".

'l'his means that an analysis of

interview responses suggest that the theistic counselors in
school

11

B 11

were not as religious as the theistic counselors

in school "A".

All this tended to support an assumption

that some selectivity, arising out of religious preference,
took place.
P;rgblern &ea.a B.ankeg Aocordlng .tQ

Imnot~

A further indication of counselor value or•ientati on
or religiosity was sought from the ranking of importance of
the ten problem areas.

Inspection of these rankings indi-

cated that there t..ras a difference
theistic co:.mselors.

bet~reen

theistic and non ...

This difference was expressed by the

number of counselors who ranked religion higher in the
importance ranking than they did in the frequency ranking.
This suggests that, first of all, most counselors would
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consider the general concern of this study to be important
in spite of the less frequent incic1ence of religious or
value problems.

Secondly, the fact that non-theistic

counselors tended to think of religious problems as being
less important implies perhiipS that either their defin1.tion.
of religion was too narrow to incluc'le their own value
system or that they are less relj.gi ous than theistic
counselors.

The implication of less perceptiveness to

student's value pro~lems is suggested in either case with
the result of less competent counseling a posflibtlity.
TABLE II
NDr1BEH 011' COUNSELORS WHO Hl\NKE:D HELIGIOUS
PROBLEI1S HIGHER IN H1POHTI\.NCE THAN IN FHEQUENCY

H:tgher
The. is tic
Ngn-tb~l§!tia

Total.

Same

Not completed

rrota.l
12

10

2

_l

~

2

z

11

6

2

19

The fact that two non-theistic counselors did not
complete this ranking appears to be tmportant.

This could

imply that, by not completing .this ranking, they have indicated a greater resistance to ranking religion higher than
the other four or, at the least, they have resisted the task
of considering items in terms of importance.

'.Vhe fact that

they completed the frequency ranking indicates that
not an operational or mechanical difficulty.

tht::~

1.-Jas
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IV.

IN'rERPRE'rATION OF' THE SEPAHNPION PRINCIPLE

'l'he replies to the questlon about how the separation
principle should be interpreted were put into categories
accor~ing

to whether counselors felt they could talk about

religion or whether they felt that religion should be
excluded entirely.

Two counselors had no interpretation,

and at least two others had to havn an explanation before
they could reply.

TABLE III
COUNSELOB'S INTEB.PRE':!:'ATI N OF SEPAHii.TION PRINCIPLE
A

c

B

No
Exclude
Interpretatj on fieJ 1g1 on
'rheistic

'l'alk about

Total

Eelig1oli'.l

12

J!oo-tl1~ .t s tlQ

2

3

~r.ote..l

2

3

12

z_

2
14

19

It rna.y be lmoor tant to note that this table i ncUca.tes
fJ.ndings to a specific qU!"Stion and that the term "religion"
is subjeot to defini t'ton by each counselor.

'I'he counselors

may contradict themselves on this topic in other replies.
The case of counselor "4" is an example of this.

This non-

theistic counselor chose category "C" in 'l'c:tble III, but in an
earlier question he made the remark, "I never discuss
religion with students."

Counselor

11

8 11 stated that

II • • •
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in public schools we are not to get into religion," but in
Tal?le III was in category "C".
Almost all of the cmms elors felt th.'l. t to direct a
student to a speoif1c church or to deal with denominational
tenets would be illegal.

I'·1any of these s.c1me counselors con-

tradicted themGelves somewhat when they reported how they
would handle the various test cases included in the interview, inasmuch as they worked with the d.enomina ti. onal tenets
of certain students when·

the~:;e

tenets came in conflict with

the school program.
One counselor usecl a topicr:tlly inde:x:<?d B:tble in an
effort to persuade non-danclng stuo.ents to accept the dance
program in
r~ides"

~ohysical

education by allowing them to see

11

both

as it was represented by the various references.
Another counselor differentiated between moral and

reltgious

wH~h

the latter being anyth1.ng that involves the

supernatural or di vj.ne.

vJi th thj. s def:\.ni ti on of religion,

he interpreted the separation principle as excluding anything religious.

The effect of this

interpretat:tc:.~ be-Jame

apparent when, in the description of actual cases that followed, he told of interesting discussion groups \-Jhioh had as
their topics the consideration of various atheistic, agnostic
and philosophical views planned to help confused or interested. students build a philosophy of life.

'rhe syGtematic

exclusion of any discussion of the supernatural or the
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di Vi.De dOeS not neceSSarily reflect UpOn thiS CDUUC:-JBlOr IS
integrity but is an illustration of difficulty encountered
in finding neutral ground with respect to the separation
},)rlnci ple.
A Baptist counselor stated tb.a t l1e believed in separation of church and state because this was his church's position, but he could make no interpretr:ltion of this pr:i.nc:tple
in the counseling situat:l..on.
Considering the replies as they relate to a hypothetical secular-religious continuum, it seems to be
apnarent that the counselors at either extreme had the most
definitive and conBidered opinions about chur•ch and state
· separation.

'I'hose at the center of the continuum Here able

to verbalize an opinion, but prefacing remarks such as "I
hadn 1 t thought of it • 11 or

11

It's never be~~n brought up," were

not uncom'non.
Of the fourteen replies in category "Crt, no counselor
was able to define a "wall of separation" or similar standard
that could apply to all oases without exception.
like, "Hany overlaps,

11

Statements

or, "He can call it religion or right

or wrong," were typical of the ambiguity that was implied in
their interpretations.
The

thrN~

replies in category "B"

pre~sup-oose

an exact

separs.tion of that which is religious o.nci th<?.t which is
moral, but only one of them, counselor

11

.5" as previously

~"4
_)

mentioned, was able to d1fferent iate bet1JJ'een moral and
rc;lig:iot.w j_n terms of definitions.
In summary, it is ap 1)arent that, of nineteen counselors, elghteen could not define the separation pr5.nciple in
the counseling situation in operational terms, and the
single remaining counselor's defini tiorJ appeared to be
overly restrictive in that it did not allow discussion
about supernatural religions.
V.

THE EX'rENT OF IWHAL AND RELIGIOUS PROBLEl'lS

'l'his study does not presuppose the availability of
betwe',~n

aCiequa te criteria for d:l.. f.ferent ia ting

religious and

moral problems as opposed to other problems handlecl by
counselors.

Nor does lt have criteria for differentiating

betiA!een moral and religious problems

~ ~.

Discovery of

such criteria in the findings that follow would have been
useful in a strict interpretation of church and state
separation inasmuch as this interpretation may imply a
different:tation between moral and religious matters.

No gener·ally accepted criteria were obvious from
counselor replies to the questl on, "How do you differentiate
between moral and rel:\.gious problems?"

Host agreed that a

given act could be either moral or religious depending upon
the beliefs of the individual counselor or client.

Several
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stateo. that morals or morality '\ilrou.ld be religious belief put
into practice.

Others felt that they were interrelated, or

that morality is common sense while religion involves the
o.i vine.

One counselor remarkec'I that when rel igi. ous beliefs

harm another then it is a 'noral issue.
IucidenQe .Qf.. Moral and

~

Prol;?lem§

Hecognlz:ing that neither the study nor the respondlng
counselors offered an obJect method of ca.tegorizing moral or
rellgious problems,·. the presence or absence of these problems
is nevertheless generally discern1ble.
Frequenc:-z: of.

reli~ioys

:g:rql;?J,ems.

Three reportedly

theisttc ·counselors ranked religious problerns
frequent than at least one other problem area,
reportedly

non~theistic

counselors

claim~d

~ts

being more
All

religious prob-

lems to be least frequent •
.Ftl'l.Q,U..~ .Qf. lllO.OO. ~J.rul.

All counselors reported

moral problems to be more frequent than religious problems,
with the difference to be about three ranks more frequent.
rl'here was no

appreci~Jble

difference between theistic and

non-thelstic counselors in thls respect when taken as groups.
Counselo:r

11

8 11

,

a non-theisttc counselor, ranked moral prob-

lems as most frequent (1) and religious problems as least
frequent (10).
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Pr·o'Ql~m
1m.l2l.1g~:~.tions

areas J&h 1ch

ba vJi .r.s1l i.g1...ous .wlll moral

.. Al1 counselors felt that the majority of the

tnn problem areas involved
t1ons.

~

~oral

and religious oons1dera-

•:ren counselors felt that the voc':ltional futures area

involved this kind of conside'Y'atton, and at least one of
these was Harking wlth clergymen in the presentati.on of
vocat'ional choice units.
In adr:'U.tion to information gathered from the check- ,
1 i sts, the cases supl)l ied by the investigator ln the inter-

view provided another source for learning of the extent of
moral and religious problems, in that the counselors usually·
acknowledged or denied the existence of the problem in question.

These discussions prompted the counselors to relate

other simil2r incidents.

The list that follows includes

problems related by counselors as well as those included in
the structured interview.
1.

Church group which wishes to restrict guidance
activities.

2.

Gifted student who chooses a church related
college.

3.

Stuc1ent objects to physical educe.tion dance
classes.

4.

.Student qu.esti ons a ttende.nce c1t Juni or·-~3enior
Prom.

5.

Student who worries about pressure to smoke and
drink.
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6.

Student who refuses to dres~ and shower in
physical education.

?.

Student who is forbidden to rittend science
classes for religious reasons.

8.

Student who has a science-religion conflict.

9.

Girl whose dress and appearance are unusual for
religious reasons.

10.

Girl who will not sing in trio because of her
religious garb.

11.

Pregnant, unmarried girls from religious homes.

12.

Rebellious students from religious homeB.

13.

Catholic student who is worried about having a
meat sandwich on Friday.

14.

Student who is failing in courses and attends or
preaches in his father's nightly revival services.

1§.

Superior student who discontinues education for
religious reasons.

16.

Religious student who is caught stealing.

17.

Student contemph: ting a religiously mtxeJ mar•riage.

18.

Student whose adjustment could be aided by association with church youth groups.

19.

Exceptional pre .... med.icaJ. student choosing a small
unaccr.edi ted mlssionary medicine school.

20.

Counselor who does not accept danclng supervises
student activities.

21.

Student who asks for aid in developing a
philosophy of life.

22~

Student who is worried about an atheistic presentation by a teacher.

23.

Stucient from broken home seeking meaning of

24.

Student who reports belug "called" to be a

1~.fe.

missionary.
25.

Catholic student wants to return to a parochial
school which has been a scene of conflict.

VI.

PROCgDURES USED HITH BEPOB.r.J.1ED PHOBLEr1S

While not all the asserted problems in the foregoing
section were specifically described

w~.th

respect to how they

were handled, some of the procedures were rO!)Orted.

A

revd..ew of the::::;e procedures indicaterJ a difference bet1'leen
thel'stic and non-thei.stj_c counr:Jelors in that the approaches
were consistently different between the two groups.
CouUtwlor Iv1etb..od<ii .Q!. !!.arJ.{J.lJJ:J.g, Value Problem£.
In order to guard against a bias of the investigator
in selection of inc.idents which

~l;rould

support the subjective

conclus:i.on irnpliea. in the statement about the two groups
being di ffe:·:,:nt, two counselors, each typical of one of the
groups, were chosen to represent the responses of the whole
group.

These two counselors had identical positions in two

(Ufferent schools, had the se.me marj_tal status, £:tnd because
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of the nature .of these ,jobs • were presumably similar with
respect to training.

and competence.

e~perienoe,

different, however, in that oo1mselor

11

They were

A11 has a theisti.c

value orientation and counselor "Z" has a oulturalistic value
or:te ntsttt on.
In response to a question relative to what kind of
information would be useful in helping a student with bel1.ef
problems, counselor "t;" wanted. to know how the fr-::lmi ly feels;
is it a divided or neutral famj.ly \\Ti th respect to . . eligi on,
and how strong is the religious conviction?

Counselor "Z"

would not inquire lnto this and would try to stay out of the
religious area completely and admitted that this type of
action " • • • is perhaps of my own personal inadequacies."
In dealing with a gifted student's choice to attend a
small t::tnt'l. possibly unaccret'l.i te(l church related college, both
would check into accreditation status and would caution the
student in this regard.

Counselor "A" would encourage the

choide, while counselor "Z" would respect the choice qf the
student and the family since

11

•

•

•

no one or bvo or three

Y':"r-:1.rs is going to make any difference in anyone's life."
Counselor "A" was concerned not to embarrass the
student who could not participate in a dancing class, whtle
counselor

11

2 11 t:lllowed the student to shift cls.sse:::; in order

to be with others of similar beliefs.
Both counselors handled the "Pro:n," smolcing ana.
drinking, and physical

educat~on

shoNering problems in

;"·,· 1
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similar ways.

With the problem dealing with rebellion
11

against the home and church, counselor

2 11 would use some

exploration and possibly bring in the family.

Counselor

"A 11 would bring in the parents, look into their values and
religious beliefs, and possibly bring ln the pastor.

'rhis

was qualified to the effect that it might not be good if
tr1ere was hostility or similar complications apparent.
Effort HOuld be made to look bacl{ for reasons.
Other non.... theist1.o counselors' methods of handling
these eases follow, but with the qualification that for this
one time these have been selected to represent the least
competent renlies.

Counselor

11

.5", equated going to a church

related college v1i th going into the ministry and a:;t:so
\

reflect<:)d upon a gifted student going to the sarnll school,
said,

11

1 don't find very much that don't match their choice

to their ability. 11
r.rhe ssme counselor ma.de a statement about a student
with values more conservative than his own, tb the effect
that, ". • • if it involves values ,that are out of line, and
he is real nDrPow, we must discuss 1 t.

n

vJhen asked how one could interpret the term,

nGod 1 s

willn when used by a student in a vocational choice context,
counselor "7 11 said,

11

How did the message g<.:::t to 'him?

this is juBt what he hopes would bappen.

IJ!aybe

. .3ince you

can't prove anything, then you say it's 'God's will.

•n
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n4~

Counselor

when faced with dealing with religious

prqblems genex"ally:, me.de the followlng remarks.

"I don't

feel qualified; . • • I've avoided this·, •• a touchy subject 1rri th parents. • • • Never pry into this. It
w~o

of a student

In speaking

felt guilty about dancing, the same counse-

lor reme.rked, "I tell them that they shouldn't ha.ve a deep
sense of guilt.

They usually brighten when they find a

teacher rftrho d.oesn 't think it 1 s wrong to dance. It
In contrast to the foregoing examples of procedures
used by

non~theistic

counselors, there appears to be some

evidence that theistic counF,elors are ·nore competent.
hypothe~ized

A

relationship between one's value orienbation

-

and one's oosition
in a guidance urogram
tended to be con.
~

firmed ~Y the fact that all the ~eans of men, one of two
head counsel0rs, and one
theistic category.

o~

two women's deans chose the

Thus five of the seven positions men-

tionea. 111Tere filled by the1.stic counr;elors.
B.efe:rralg

~

J2¥.

~

rrhe relevance of the frequency of referre.ls to clergymen to a church-state se'Oaration principle may be open to
question.

However, it would seem logical to expect those

counselors who feel they cannot deal with religion at all and
·Nould therefore have to make considerably more referrals.
In order to

ma.1~e

a comparison of the frequency of referrals

by strict separati onists and cotmr:Jelors '!11hO have a more
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l:lberal vj_e'\!lr ht)'i'1ever, the total referral frequencies were
tabulated to serve as a point of reference.
r;rABLE IV

__..,...,_-=·

;
: -==:..~......:::...::::::=:=--~=-=-==··=-==
. ·-=
.~~··el~;m _seld_om. Ocoa!3j_on- ·Often
N
------------------~~~~~--~~~~~w~
~
a]~~-·------------------·11 ~~2
4
3
2
:

.

1•
1
2
•z_
·
~-~~~~~~~~~~.~---------~---.--~---. ----·---~----~------------

.No"'\-f:he~s~·~o

3

1'otal

6

7

========================~==

18*

2

==-=-=-·==========

*One counselor did not report.
Irwpect:l.on of 'I'able IV indj_cates a rather balancecl

picture.

rrhe two oolumm1 on the right represent. nine counse-

lors, r.:ts .J.o tJ1e columns on the left, with no .appr•ec iable
difference in reportecl frequency of

rE~ferrals

between

theistic B.nd non-thej_stic counselors.
The three non-theistic counselors who interpreted the

separation principle to mean the exclusion of religion are
included in the categories ..OQCf:l\2i.Ol1JJ.lJs: o.nd
third co:mselor 1 s reply being first
to seldom.

~

~om.

with the

and later ol1anged

Thus these three counselors probably refer less

frequently than clo other counselors and certah'lly not any
more freCJUently.

VII,

INFLUENCES OF 1\ PSYCHOLOGY-BELIGION
CONFLIC11 UPON C OUN~:3.ELING

Since one of the purDoses of this study includecl
making an e.tttempt to ascertain v-Jhether a counselor's psychological and sociological preparation tends to have an
irreligious effect upon the counselor and his counseling,
several items in the j_nterview were directed at eliciting
opinions which would indicate one's position with respect
to the psychology-religion debate as reported by Howrer and
others.
One question asked whether counselors had a conflict
between their beliefs and their counseling or personality
theories.
r.rABLE V
NUN.eEH OI1' COUNSELOHS HEPOBTING CONFLICT:~,
HITH COUNSELING AND PEf1.:;oNALI'rY T!-IEOFliES

========--==·=~-=·~·=·-=·=·==============================~=-~~".

"A"

"D"

=-=·=·=~·-=--=

No co nt: li!l:..¥t__.QQ.nf l 1ct -· -:Il<;; s Ql3l.e...r."------·

Non-tb£l.lf.!t.li1
Total

6

6

6

J

12

7

12

--·

...2
19

'rhe replies of many of the counselors indicated thi:1 t
they bad not thought deeply enough on rel:l.glon or studied
counseling theories extensively enough to know if they had a
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conflict or not,

Counselors choosing category

11

B11 included

those counGelors who have strong religlous convictions and.
who report more advance training than do other counselors.
All but one of the counselors reported tl1a t counselor
educat:ton textbooks had not gj.vc,:m them help toNarr1 dealing
wi t\1 problE3ms of moro.ls &.nd religion.

·rhe counselor v-rho was·

the exception took a class from one of the
text, .I'J10rane.JJ..t.1Q

f.UQbQlQ~,

~uthors

of a class

\r.1 hich

has a rather complete
chapter dealing with these kinds of problems. 88 It may be
important to note that several of the counselors interpreted
the 1.nt!?rview quention to meB.n religious tlnd .r;oro.1 problems
of the eounDelors rather than hm\T to c:lr-;;;Jl wi. th
enco~ntered

among the counselees.

tl:J<:~

::;e problems

One counselor felt that

the subject of religion is avoided by psychological writers
becauss it is controversial and

becau~e

the authors them-

selves 3re religiously inadequate.
The other items in the interview which dealt with the
aspect of an irreligious influence from psyoholoey were
generally concerned with the problems of guilt, responsibility, catharsis, confession, and related topics.

MoRt

counselors were not well acqua lnted 1'1Tith these concepts 1 and.
few understood them clearly.

No counselor reported what

vwuld be an irreligious intEn:>pret;.3,tion of the .se concepts.
88

Brammer,

QQ.~.,

pp. 380-40?.

One co). m':1elor cUd sueak of baDing a l)hilosophy of
life upon proved facts,

~T:1.th

the lmplicntion that the late

adolescent years should be a t\me when one leaves the sentiments of childhood and accepts a mature philosophy of life
that :\.s rooted in facts assumed proved by exlsti.ng research.
An unstructured and unrecorded interview v,dth one
school psychologist who served the high schools indicated
that he had been schooled in and was aware of many of the
concepts mentioned in preoed.ing st:J.tements.

Not enough dt-:1ta

collected in this case to evaluate any irreligious influence,
but the therapist did state that he preferred not to consult
li\Tl

th or refer to a clergyman.

'Phe f3tatement that contemporary

clergymen need not be psychologically untrained or authoritarian in personality, but can be well trained s.nd accepting,
did not change his opinion on the matter of working with a
clergyma.n.
~oral

He

st<3,ted that of three caser:;

Nh:i. ch

involved

and religious considerations, reportedly successful

treatment Ne,s a.ccompanled by change in religious affiliH.tiort.
VIII.

OPINIONS AND ATTITUDJ.DS OF COUN:3ELOHS

One purpose of this study was to report suggestions
counselors

~ight

want to express if there seemed to be some

confusion or lack of preparation in handling moral and
reltgious problr:Hns.

Before reporting the:>e sugg·":ltions for

the future, the presence of confusion or lack of preparation
should be established or rejected.
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Conf~sion

Qt

Valy~s

The counselors were asl<t:ed if they felt oonfused with
respect to what belief or value system they 'ffiere committed as
public school counselors.

Sixteen counselors reported that

they felt little or no confusion.

Unfortunately these

counselors were not asked to describe the belief or value
system to which they are committed.
did this voluntarily called 1 t the
regulations. 11

11

•

•

•

good old rules and

Another cotmselor felt quite comfortable with

respect to values
values were.

The one counselor who

~ ~

but did not know what spiritual

One counselor did not feel any confusion

initially but went on to say,

11

We make a mistake of thinking

that we are dealing with one universal value system in our
country.
flicts.

This isn't true.

Subcultures exist and cause con-

We assume too glibly that we're dealing with only

one but we're not. 11

He continued to point out that dropping

from school is an adaptive behavior precipitated by the
failure to accept middle class values of the work ethici
and the delay of pleasure tod.a.y for future gain, among
others.
Of the three counselors who reported some confusion,
two have strong religious convictions and thus find themselves at variance with the prevailing culture.
individual remarked that

11

•••

The third

many times I'm confused.

Are we going in the rtght direction?"

Sui~estione ~

CQunselor

P~epa~at1on

The lnterview provided two specific opportunities for
counselors, who feel somewhat unprepared, to deal with moral
and religious problems and to give their opinions or suggestions in an effort to improve this situation.

While the

question regarding how to deal with moral and religious
problems in textbooks did not ask for positive comments, two
counselors remarked that the inclusion of thts kind of
material would be an improvement.
Another item in the interview was designed to bring
out suggestions for improving the preparation of counselors
as a profession.

Since the wording in the question referred

to a confusion of values that might exist, and since many
counselors felt that there was no such confusion, few valid.
suggestions were made.

There was a tendency to interpret

the question in terms of how to help confused counselors in
the local situationJ with others not being able to respond to
what might be the case in the profession generally.

The

reply, "I can't. answer because we don't have it here," was
typical of this thinking.
In general, however, the strongly theistic counselors
had positive suggestions, with seven of twelve theistic
counselors making such suggestions.

Non-theistic counselors

tended not to respond or to want discussion at the local
level, with five of seven responding in this manner.
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Negative responses came from those who interpreted. the
question to mean something like trying to standardize the
values of all counselors, or trying to do something to the
counselor himself with respect to be 1iefs, morals, or religion.
Remarks like, "You can't teach these things, 11 or, 1•You can't
impose values on people, 11 had reference to the counselor's
own values rather than to techniques.
One counselor was very appreciative of a course in
moral and spiritual values taken at what was then College of
the Pacific.

Another felt that a booklet describing how to

deal with these same values was one of his most helpful
resources.

A third counselor felt that a recent deans' con-

ference, which had dealt with how to handle moral and
spiritual matters, had been very useful and very necessary
for other school personnel.

Several counselors felt that

they had gained much in this regard from their professors
who, incidentally, were atl in church related colleges.

At

least two counselors fel·c that anything along this line l'las
unnecessary and even undesirable.
Opini ona libolat .:t.tl§. Nee;Atiye

.ru:.

Pos j tiye

Eft::e~

.ru:.

Rel ig1 Qll

Almost all of the counselors reported the.t they felt
that religion could have either a negative or positive
influence upon personality.

Counselor "G's 11 response may

not have indicated any negative influence inasmuch as he

felt that a student's stress and duress was almost always
because of his failure to recognize a spiritual need.
Theistic counselors may have been as critical as or
more critical than non ... theistic counselors in their remarks
about the negative aspects of religion.

Counselor "I" felt

that the effect was negative when there was a home-church
conflict but generally positive when the student believes as
does his heme and church.

Counselor "X" felt that it could

be overpowering and a handicap but
tive.

Counselor

11

thC~-t

it is generally posi ...

D11 said that the effect could be paralyzing

or do tremendous good.

Counselor

11

A. 11 :'elt that the churches

have not done their job, and many counselors inferred this same
feeling.
Non-theistic counselors mentioned that religion has a
negative effect when parents are too strict, when students
are hypocritical, when it is authoritarian, or when there is
too much emotionalism.

Counselor

11

5 11 said it can stifle

creativity, can be a load instead of a help, but that it has
a positive effect in developing leadership •.
The most

sup~ort

for religion as having a positive

effect upon personality came from theistic counselors.
Counselor

11

E11 felt that this ,'las the most important aspect

of gu:hlance.

Others called religion a very strong factor

and very positive almost always.
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Counselor

11

Fn felt that the effect of religion depended

upon the religiosity of society, and that since our country
was a Christian nation the effect was positive.
Sumro~ry Qt ~ F1ndin~~

The findings res,orted. in this chapter have been summarized below in order to

provi~e

a brief overview of the

entire study.
jl.al\11.7 .or11.7ntat1oul2 of

QOlJDG~lor@.

Nineteen counse-

lo:r-s selected one of four value options, with tu11el ve choosing
the theistic

ca~egory,

two the huma!).istio category, five the

culturalistic category, and none the deterministic option.
Seven of eight counselors in school "A 0 chose a theistic
option, whil0J. fi-.r"')

Lf

. non-theistic option.

nine counselors tn school

11

B 11 choBe a

i-Jhen the totals for the three schools

a:r>e combined, seven counselors chose non-theistic options,
while twelve counselors chose the theistic option.
Theistic counselors tended to rank religion problems
higher in importance than did non-theistic counselors.
Intex:preta,t1on§ .of. .t.b$2.

~eQarat1on

n:c1.nQlJ2le.

Fourteen

of nineteen counselors interpreted the separation principle
to allow counselors to talk about religion, while five would
attempt to exclude religion or had no interpretation.
latter five counselors were non-theistic.

The
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E:(l:tent .Qf.. relis;ious rulll. moral

P:CQ:bJ.~ms.

Counselors

were not able to differentiate between m6ral and religious
problems.

However, moral problems were ranked as more

frequent than religious problems, with the latter being
ranked least frequent in a grouping of ten problem areas.
Theistic 6ounselors reported religious problems to be more
frequent than did non-theistic counseiors.
rfviTOrtty-five specifically religiOUS problems were
reported, and a majority of the ten problem areas were said
to involve moral and
PrgcedlJrs;s

~eligious

~

considerations.

.1n handJ.ipf;?;

proJ2J.~ra§.

Counselors

used. various methods to handle the problems, with a possibllity that theistic counselors were more competent in
this regard.

Theistic and no:n.-theistio counselors make

similar numbers of referrals to clergymen, with the counselors wno interpreted the separation principle strictly possibly making fewer referrals.
luf.J,uenoea .Qf.

S:l~ J2§YQholg~u-reli£l1oo

conflict.

Counse-

lors.did not perceive a psychology-religion conflict, although
several strongly theistic counselors reported having resolved.
this kind of conflict.

It is possible that this conflict is

havlng a more definite effect at a level wher·e more therapy
would be practiced.
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OpinloJ;t~ .rul,d f3.:ttitud§S .Qt. counselor~.

Counselors

generally reported not being confused about values.

They

also had only a fe.w suggestj.ons for improving any existing
confus:ton.

I1ost counselors l"'epol"ted that their counseling

textbooks contained no material on methods of dealing
moral and religious problems.

NE~arly

t.<Ji th

all counselors felt

that religion could be a rather strong influence upon
personality but th:1 t this influence could be negative under
certain con(U tions.

DISCUSSION AND ANALY'HS OF DATA

'rhe controversial and ambiguous nature of the subject
matter of this stt:tdy has limited the objectivity and precis·ibn of the study.

Even in presentettion of findings the

level of objectivity and precision could be questioned with
respect to 1<\'lhat one

1.1]0

uld expect in a more controlled

scientific study.·
'rhe d.1 fficul ty implied in the introductory paragraph
is JX:l.rticularly relevant when one considers l'IThat would happen if the data in this study were to pe presented in most
objective form without comment or interpretation.

The fol-

lowing is an. example of what kind of misunderstandings could
apparently be presented•
Counselor ttH" replied to the question, "How· often do
you refer students to clergymen? 11 with the statement,
very seldom. 11

11

Very,

During the next question this counselor asked

for an explanetion of the word "referral. 11

Following the

explan<·tion, the counselor described an involved program of
referring students to ministers.

Not only

'!flUS

this on an

incidental basis, but students were checked out on.e hour a
week for counseling by ministers on a regular basis.

The

counselor concluded by saying that they actually let the
ministers have complete charge of these oases.

?4
To the question, "\IJhat sources would you consult and
what kind of informc.;tion would you need to work 'tiJith a student who has a belief pr•oblem?" counselor

11

H11 then replied,

"It doesn • t pertain to my work. 11
In the face of this difficulty with inconsistent
responses, 1 t seems to be imperative that interpJ:-etati on be
introduced here to give the data focus and to avoid misrepresentation.

It is recognized that personal bias will

unavoidably be part of any interpret!:1.tion.
I.

':PI·IE IWrERRELATEDNES:3 OF PRINCIPLE,

Bl~LIEF,

AND ABILITY

An interpret:J.tion of the separs.tion principle seems
appropriate at this point for the following reasons.

(1) If

a counselor disregarded. it completely, he could, for example,
infringe upon the religious liberty of
dents.

l~ss

religious stu-

(2) By interpreting the ,Principle too strictly, he

could deny the religious liberty of a more religious student, and (J) 1n both he irJOuld be demonstrating lack of
competence as a counselor.
apparent.

'rhus interrelationship becomes

One component is a legal limit; another is the

counselor • s own belief

sy~3tem,

and a third is a matter of

counseling ability.
Operationally, any one of the above three main
components which produce interrelationship could determine
the kind of counseling to t.St.ke place.

1\ counselor could
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e,void or not notice an implicitly religious problem of a
student because he feels it would be illegal to do so,
(

beqause of his own religious insecurity or anti-religious
bias, or because he is incompetent to the extent that he is
ignorant of its existence.
Table III indicates that fourteen of the counselors
felt thet they,could talk about religion, while two others
had no inte:rpretettion,. and three more would exclude religion
completely.

This presents a misleading picture, however.

Many of the counselors had never thought about this principle
b<9fore and did so only because of the stimulus of the ques ...
tion.

This failure to recognize the importance of this basic

principle suggests a rather serious concern regarding oounselor competence.
As for counselors who would attempt to exclude religion
entirely from counseling, there are indications that th:ts
interpretation may be a facade with rationalizations based
upon their own irreligiosity or religious illiteracy or
inadequacy.

To document this point, counselor

"I sta.y out of the religious area completely •
because of my orATn personal 1badequac1e s."

11

zn stated.,

• • perhaps

Counselor "5n

ranked :religion last in importance and referred to a certain
religious group as being too religious.

Counselor n7"

apologized for ranking religion last in importance and
continuously tried to impress the interviewer with proreligious statements throughout the interview, but explicitly
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said that .he personally felt th,SJt the church was. unimportant.
All three of tb01se counselors chose a non ... the is tic value
orientation.
Incidentally, it

~Y

be of j,nterest to report· that a

well trained counselor 1'rho was Catholic felt the.t to be
atheistic in counseling would be immoral in our society.
Along the same line, the Baptist counselor, who quickly
affirmed. support of the separat:i,on principle but could not
interpret it for his counseling job, seeme<'l to be an example
of those itJho accept separation as dogma or as a social myth
and thus a.s an end in itself, without thought for its
implications.
If the separation principle does influence quality of
counseling, it is likely that its most profound effect is on
the most religiously

o~iented

counselors.

These counselors

seem to be the most sensitive to its effect, as evidenced by
their thoughtful replies relative to interpretation, as well
.as the:tr replies about being biased.

While other counselors

remarked tht::tt they had ne"er thought about 1 t, these strongly
the1stic counHelo1.. s said. that they had often wondered about
this problem.
As for biases, only the most theistic counselors
reported that th .is was a problem.
interpreted as a

"~Areakness,

r.rhis should not be

in that other counselors who

reported no biases exhibited some rather pronounced ones in
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the course of their

ans'!~ers.

The point is that, being more

introspective and tending to be more st:r·ictly interpretive of
legal authority, some of these strongly theistic counselors
have been withholding valuable assistance, for fear of departing from sep;ar:':tion of church and state.
The foregoing is not meant to include any overzealous
counselor who might,be inclined to think that religion would
be the ansll'ler for every ind.i vidual in every case.
counselor would probably tend to

11

Such a

preach 11 or more.lize to the

students and thus often build up student resistance tm11arcl
himself and his viewpoints.

\\lhile this kind of counseling

was reported to exist, little of this kind of counseling was
used by counselors in answering the intervie111 questions.

It

is possible tht3t t't-10 of the theistic counselors would be

inclined ·to this type of counseling.

It is interesting to

note that two non-theistic counselors indicated use of this
moralizing-preaching approach in some of their counseling
even more than did the theistic counselors.
An illustration of "moralizing 11 counseling follows.
Hesponding to the question as to how they counsel students
v.rho are worried about r:;ocial pressure to d.rink and smoke,
counselor "H."

said~

against this. • • •

"I'm a strict believer in 'preaching'
He went on to se.y that thls particular

problem was 1tJOrse every year.
The implication suggested by the fact that both
theistic and non-theistic counselors are inclined to "preach"
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and· moralize is thn.t this type of counseling is a function
of competence rather than of one's beliefs.

Bo.sed on all

aspects of the investigatory interview, as opposed to only
this speoifio moralizing, it was the opinion of the inter. viewer that the four counselors just mentioned would. be
among the least skilled of the. counselorG interviewed.
To continue along the

s~::tme

line, 1 t is also inter-

esting to note that the preceding description of the theistic
counselors who are inclined to preach did not necessarily
include those theistic counselors \ITi th most oonservDtive or
fundamentaliBtic religious beliefs.

Using the belief that

clnnoing is 't\rrong as an obvious ori terion of religious conservatism, it seems fairly clear thD.t these religiously conservative counselors had their

O't'm

conviction clearly thought

out, had carefully thought through the implications of
majority more and generally had. a mature and comfortable
relationship with the accepted social standard.

Two of

-three counselors who indicated th,slt they did not approve of
dancing could be classed in thls "mature" group.

These two

counselors both reported an above average amount of training
and experience in dealing 1:vi th moral and religious p.roblems.
The:\.r ane.lyses of problems in the interview frequently
revealeo. depth· of understanding, v-11 th effort in arriving at
basic and underlying causes.
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One of the above counselors felt that religiously
conservative individuals have been erroneously stereotyped
as being narrow, and that one oan be stable without being.
rigid,.
In describing his·handling of his ONn belief about
dancing, while meeting t\fi th students
dance, counselor

11

discus~~

ing an upcoming

X11 repol"ted thHt he " • • • laid it on the

line," since you" • • • can't hide it, you might as well be
honest."

He felt that this straightfor•ward honesty. with

personal opinions oleal"ly labelled• proved to provide an
excellent working relationship w:i.th students.
rrhe

interpret~J.tion

as 1.1ell as ane,lysis of the fore-

going interrelationships of a legal pr:i.nciple, describe
counselor personal beliefs and counselor competence to set
forth some key
II.

is~::ues.

POSSIBLE IBRE\I1ICHOUS INB,T..UENCE OF PSYCHOLOGY

This study has never

:~t:z::sumed

psychology in general,

or the origin.<:ttors of certaJ.n psychological theories, to be
categorically irreligious.

Howeve1~,

evid. ence has been col•

lected that may indicate_a tendenc;r toward disinterest in or
aversion tot;aditiona.l religion, in oppos:ltion to religion
//

as de:ffined in Chapter One.

Speaking of the religious

praotj.ces of fourteen eminent psychologists, Anne Hoe 1 s
study found that "only two of the subjects ever go to church
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now and o.ne does not for religious reasons. 11

Speaking of

all sixty-four scientists, including the psychologists, Roe
felt that while "a few are militantly agnostic • • • for the
mos t· par t t ~_,ey are j us t no t 1. n •t eres t,e d • ·48 9
In addition to thes~ findings by Roe. the obviously
anti-tradittonal religion writings such as li'reud 1 s Future .Q!.
90
.sil.Jl· .lllu9 ion
or the' more subtle 1'Neurotic Defense r·1eohanisms
in ~)upernatural Heligion,u9l are examples of tnfluences 't'Thich
may have an irreligious eff·3ct o.t the operational level.·
An undocumented report; of a certain mental health
clinic working in connection with an adoption agency, which
purposely and arbi tre,rily avoided placing children in traditionally religious homes, illustrates one way that psychology
could have had an irreligious influence.

If such em agency

were a state agency or an agency which had not been voluntarily chosen by the individuals involved, this matter would
also become a church-ste,te issue.

89

Anne Roe,

11

A

Psychological Study of Eminent Psycholo-

gists and Antropologists, and a Comparison with Btological
and Physical Scientist$, 11 P£]?ychoJ,og1cal ~. 6?:26·27,
195:3.
s1gmund Freud; ~ EYt~ QL gn ~llYP19n, trans.
D. Robson-Scott (London: Hogarth Press, 1933).
9
\,reston LaBarre I 11 Neurotic Defense r1echantsms in
~~upernatural Relig:ton, 1t ~. Humfilnis:t, 20:)23-31, NovemberDecember, 1960.
90

w.
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The presence or absence of the above possible kind of
influence in public school guidance programs is not easily
determined.

Few

situ~tions

are as

exp~icit

as the example

given, with many more very subtle.
Po§!itiy;~,

au.d Nef];at1ve Et:frtcta .Qf.. 11el1i1Qn

One way to discover if irreligious influences had
made an. effect upon counselors was to look for categorical
generalizations regard1.ng the positive or negatlve
of religion upon personality.
mentioned earlier

t~tere

effect~1

'rhus if a clinic such as was

to avoid all explicitly religl ous

homes, this might be considerably different from differentiating among homes that might be psychologically either desirable or undesirable.
Most of the counselors in the study asserted existence
of both negative and positive effects of religion upon
personallty.

vlhile their assertion tends to deny overt

lrreligiousity among counselors, it does allow for Nelghting
of either the positive or negative side and thus would parmit more detailed analysis.
One more abstruse element is the consider:::; ti on of
permissiveness.

Since those who feel that religion can be

negative in its effect usually assert a 'lack of permissiveness, this evidently becomes a moot point.

One counselor

felt that it t.AJas not probable that there 11110uld be very many

---

-------
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11

narrow'' people working as counselors and the rapists t because

the wor1c demonds "ltberal ... mindedness."
It is at this po}nt that there seems to be sane
divergence.

Hhile almost every counselor reported tha.t as

school counselors they were

o~ligated

to certain moral

::;Jtande.rds, there wa.s a feeling that scime counselors
-------

"accepted" the individual ii\Tj_thout condonlng or "permi tting 11
wrongful behaviort whiJ.e others merely accepted both the
Car:~es

:tndivid.ue.l and his or her behnvior.

of unma.rrted

pregnancies evidently brj_ng thts issue 1.nto focus quite
often.
In relating his reasons for h&ving little to do with
clergymen in his treatment of oases that involved moral and
religious considerations, the school psychologist lndioated
that he felt that

m01~e

modernistic clergymen we-re so anxious

to be non-judgmental and non... direct:tve that thelr set•vices
proved to be innoouo'JS and a vJaste of ttme.
The fact

th~'!t

only one of nineteen counselors men ...

tioned. that smoking and drinking are illegal for htgh school
students suggests e. possibility that one influence of
psychology has been the. t, in focus tng attentt on upon understanding an

in~iv1dual~s

behavior,

th~

¢ffect has been to

inadvertently give consent, by sflence. to certain acts
which B.re in fact illegal.

Ho1<'Jever,

reflecting changed majority mores.

the~y

may simply be

---
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\:lith the above brief cons idert:Jtion of the

m~1

tter, 1 t

seems reasonable to assume thet psychology has had little or
no irreligious influence upon counselors that cannot be
readily observed to l;e pervas 1ve

~.n

society in general, from

whatever influences.

The findings reported earlie:t> indicated that almost
all counselors had experienced little help in oealing with
moral 1:1.nd sp:i.ri tual problems during their preparatton.
ts cons1 stent

1.111 th

~rhi

s

the findings of Larson in his statewide

study of seconda:t>y school counselors.

In this study, p:t>oblems

of morals and religlon were ranked third in what counselors
felt lea:::Jt competent to handle. 92 The fact that "courtship,
sex and marriage" were ranked first in this consideration is
particuD.1rly meaningful in the light of the moral and
religious implica.ti ons of these areas.
Mqny theistic counselors felt that counsellng texts

in general had left out any mention of religious problems,
while others felt that each was a specific avoidance and was
a function of one writer's inadequacies.

The fact that the

Brammer-Shostrom text, which gives a large section to such
discussion, and the newer Arbuckle text, are remarlta.ble or

92 Larson,

~. ~.
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atypical in this feature, seems to indicate thc.1.t the absence
of references to religlon, with its potentially powerful
influence in either negative or positive directions, is a
revealing commentc3.ry upon psychology, upon school counseling,
and perhaps upon the behavioral sciences in general.

It is

interesting to note that one psychiatrist felt he had to
l•Jrite anonymously in oro.er to express h1:3 v.ietiTS on a matter
that involved religion. 93
All of the above is even more interesting in the light
of the spiritual or religious nature of the Alcoholics
Anonymous "cure", which has many indications of being just
as effective or more effective than, the treatment of this
problem by psychiatristb and psychologists.94
The above findings also seem to imply that counselors
generally ditl not feel confused about values and so had no
suggestions for improving counselor preparation.
anal;y-sis of this may be necessary.

However,

Evidentally, counselors

are not aware of their lack of neutrality; they feel ti:K-tt
they are adequately shielding their students from any imposition of personal values.

It is very probable that direct

confronta t~. on of the material presented by \.Jrenn in his
93 Anonymous, !!Psychiatry a.ncJ. Spiir;itual Healing,"
AtJ.ant1Q. f1onthly, 194:39 ... 43, August, 1954.

94

AlconoJ,ig~

b-.n.onymoY.f.> (second edition; New York;
Alcoholics Publishing. Inc •• 1955).
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recent. book and as quoted in the irtitial part of this study
could affect this situati.on.
The confrontation of one • s m,m beliefs and. t}1e1r
effects

011

students

preparation whi.ch

J:t3, of oou rse, the kind of counselor

r.-Ja.s

implied in the interview question.

The fact that so many of the counselors took this to mean
some sort of

inculoa!v~..)t'

of a !3tandard brand. of V?.-J.lues for

all counselors is another lndicntion of the threatening
effect of these me.tters in their perceptions, as well as of
so~e

lack of philosophical literacy.

III.

SUMNAHY AND CONCLUSIONS

Nineteen high school ooun.,;elors were interviewed to
survey some of the elements apparently influencing their
handling of moral and religious problems, in view of the
consti tutl ,,rw.l principle of separation of church and state.
'rhese counselors comprised all the counselor•s from three
high schools in a selected although rather typical city and

were concluded to be reasonably representative of all publtc
high school counselors in California for the purooses of this
study.
Cqnclusim
Considering the findings of the study and also the
commonalities in the literature reviewed, the following conclusions seem to be in order.
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1.

It seemB probable that a given student may have a

much smaller chance of having his religtous problem understood and properly handled in one school as opposed to
anbther because of certaln counGeJ.or selectj.on variables
which can operate.
2.

It also appear•s that many counselors do not have

ready and workable interpretations of the separation
princi,
ple, in that their method. of counseling and their

O\~rn

religious inadequacies tend to be limiting.

3.

It may be that non-theistic counselors use the

separation principle as a rationalization of their own
irrel:tgi ous

Ol"

anti-religious beliefs anc1 may interpret this

principle to not include talking about religion as they
define it.
!+.

It seems obvious that counselors could improve

their handling of religious ancl moral problems by work:tng
through and accepting their ovm reconsidered or revised
beliefs.

5.

Thert',' appee.lrs to 1)e a ne,::d for counselors to con-

front recent research on the irn!.)Ossibility of be1.ng neutral.

6.

It seems thet counselors clo handle religious and

mor8tl pl"oblems quite frequently, vJi th some I'eligi ously
oriented. counselors reporting these problems to be a rlaily
occurrence.

7.

It also appears th::::1.t counselors refer students to

clergymen e1. ther seldom or occasional J.y,

i,-Ji th

the counselors
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who prefer not to talk about religion refer-ring no more
frequently than counselors in general.
Consic1er1ng this le.tter statement, it may be true

8.

that there is a tendency to secularize or to avoid problems
whiOh are in fact religious.
9.

r11here

seems to be better preparation for handling

religious and moral problems among conservative theistic
courl8elors.

10.

It also seems that counselors could make more and

better una of religious resources in vocational counseling.
11.

They could use religious resources more in

handling students with emotional and home problems.
12.

This latter problem is on the increase, according

to counselor repo0ts,

a~d

manifests itself as students tend

to use counselors as quasi-parents.

13.

There may be a need for

11

good 11 theistic counselors

to mal<.e more use of their moral and religious renources to
help those f>tudents who could use some of this l<iYld of help.
14.

It appe::;.rs th<:1t both theistic ancl non-theistic

counselors may be ''poor" vvi th respect to the tendency to
moralize and "preach."

15.

By the same token, "good 11 non-theistic counselors

should probably increase their referrals of students with
religious

~roblems

in order that these problems be handled

by individuals rtJho probably have more verifiable competency,
understanding, and interest in the area.
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16.

\·Jhen s tu\lents were referred for more i:ntens i ve

psychological therapy and there are included problems .of a
moral and relj.gious nature, the usual effect has
Crl&.nge

a

in the students religious a:f.filir.01tion.

17.
11

b-:;en

The conventional or popular definitions of

religion 11 seem to provide no workable bns:ts for making

unbiased interpretations about the relation of church and
state in public schools.

18.

These definitions also provide counselors with no

systematic basis for differentiating between "moral" and
"religious" problems.

In addition to the rather specific conclusions and
suggestions presented in the foregoing section,

sever~l

somewhat philosophically oriented generalizations or commonalities were formulated as a firml characterizetion of
the issues faced in the study.
1.

Counselors routinely face and handle, to the best

of their ability, some of the most far reach1ng and importan~
:i.ssues in the development of the individual student.
2.

Counselor.s, as indi vid.uals, appear to be among

the best intentioned, most dedicated, and thus most concerned
persons in the community regarding the welfa're of the ina.ivldbla.l student.
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J.

'rhe counseling role appears to have tremendous,

and probably as yet largely undeveloped, potential as an
ameliorative and constructive resource for almost any student
facing the vic iss 1 tudes of adolesce11ce, in particular, and
development in general.
4.

rl,he impact of the counseling role and the counse ...

lor 1 s personality appear to be very similar to the influence
of the church and the home ana may, on occasion, rival or
replace these influences.
bility is

actually~

of the ultimate and

As such, the counseltng !'esponsi ....

and probably legitimately, in the realm
philosophical~

This is to recognize that

characterizations in the literature of counselors as secular
priests, in an increasj_ngly secular society, are probably
justifiable to some extent.

5.

FaJ.lure to recognize the preceding role character-

istics, while motivated by democratic and humani t~:3,rian values,
may well contribute more to the destruction of these values
than woulc1 be accomplished through the elimination of the
entire counseling effort in the personal-social area.

While

counselors seem to be very much aware of and protective toward
the individual l"ights of the student, a lack of examination
of philosophical imp1 ioa ti ons and operational consequences
is clearly evident.

6.

Counselors appear to have been under-educated and

overly reassured about philosophj.cal values and operational
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conseque11ces in their educntional preparation for counf:;elLag.
Counselor educators 1 psychologists, flnd sociologists may have
assumed that philosophical oonsiderqtions were irrelevant,
not important, or illegal.

Certainly an inspection of texts

and the attituder:-1 and level· of sophistiontion suggests
inadequ:.::1.te a ttent:t on has been given to values and the
development of values in Btudents.

?.

Hhile apparent denial of the philosophical aspects

of counseling by persons re<;;ponsi ble for the eclucn.ti on and
credentit,'tlli.ng of the current force of counselors has probably
avoided certain minor and local problems, certain major
issues and purposes of democracy and education remain to be
conr:; i.dered.•
8.

Development of immediate coCJ.es of behavj.or,

generation of long-term purposes, "learning how to th1n1c 11
versus

11

lt•rhat to think, 11 and maintD.:1.ning objectivity while

evalunting severrtl alternntives, are o.mong the px•acticnl
phj.loc:;ophical issues faclng counselors.

11Jhile school sub-

jects are increasingly ha,ring ttlife adjm'ltm(=nt," and. "orientation" and "problems" slfted out of bas:l.c subjects such as
the Social .r:3o1.ences, it e_ppears that the school c;;J,nnot
abdicate responsi btli ty for

pre·:)ar~:1tion

in community responsi-

bility of c:ttizens.

9.

There appears to be a. ne2d for ;-)_ttentlon to the

development of moral and religious' literacy in the community
on a team110rk basis.
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10.

Definitive research in the preceding areas is

neecled.
IV.
r1~ny

this ::; tudy.

SUGGJ~::)TION

:F'OR FU11rrHER

~YrUDY

lnferences have been developed in the course of
Any of these should be verified over a larger
-

-------

numbe :e of counselors and ln different syA terns.

Broad test-

ing might include studies of religious resources used in
vocatj. onal counseling, value orientr;tions of counselors in
comparison to communi ties they serve,

c-1

longi tul'l:i.nal case

study approach of effectiveness of counselors having various
value orierrtations, and a study of the various ways, along
with legel considerations, that students are handled when
referred for more intensive psychological therapy or
counseling.
There also seems to be a need for a study which would
consifJtently apply the c1eflnit1.on of religion as selected or
preferred in this study to the entire area of public school
coum3eling.

Properly accornpllsbed, such a ; :; tudy might

clarify many of the operatlono.l counseling amblguities found
in the current study.
A fundamental f3tudy coulr1 place a special focus upon
the problem of youth in oul' publj.c scho•·lB l!'Jho, apparently
h*'ving l'lttle or no basic background :tn values and religious
beliefs, are evidently handled in vJays whleh c'l.o little to aid
in

developme~t

mi trnent.

of s frame of reference or personal value com-

1\.-.... ·'
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APPENDIX

A S~:t.JDY o:F HT~L:tCriOUS AND MOHAL PHOBLE;MS .

:CN PUBLIC

PART I:
Io

SOHOOI.~

COl.fNHl£LING

Q,uest.;Lonnaire

102

Wh.tch of t.he follo1>'r:tng s-'Ge:t.ementa bes:t; describes yom~ personal
balief a1:mut Jc.he nt:i:t.urs of man.. Do not. confuse t,h:ls \.•Ti~h simi=
J.ar r:rt.at,em.ein·lis hav·ing to do wl."'Gh personality t,heories o:t" coun=
seling Jlieohn~. quEH.'\9 The que sM.on refers ·to a philosophy of life
whlch is ba81,.c t..o you f::'\.8 an individua.l and J~o ·v1hinb. you11 "t"roulo.
hold even .:ln a critical moment in life .. Checit:-v-rith e.n X.ou
;~-\..

No·thing occu.t"•s by free '\'till 01..., choice or by chance;
---==avery effec-t, has a necessary and adequate (lause"
Scj.an~·
"'G:lf.1c. le.rT8 account. for all phenomena and mans s behavio1~ ·
ls a.~terwined by his need.s wit.h meaningful survi·lre.l e,s

·t.he ul t.lma te aim,.

·

-

--

---

Bo"""""-==Me,n us responsibil.ity is ·t;m,ra:r>d l:m?.erstandin.g and x~elaM.ng
"c.o s(?ciety; man must lJe able to adapt. t.o 1·rhat; others a:r.e
<loingo wor·t.h11h.tla behavlor is doing what is sensible
'Ur.tdex• t;b.e ci:t•otunstancas in a 'Vrhole=l1earted e:ffoz~t in ·t,ha
corporate VEmture of builing a soc:let,yo ;
·
o~·~=·--·=,I·~a.n

5:n his sui'flciency can control his destiny ana. :real~
.tze l}is inherent, pot.entlali:tles th:t'ov.gh :c•ation.f:),l thought
p:t•(HJStsses.. His :final mort.tl ~bliga . tion is 1GO str:J. ve con~_,
·t:..i"riu.q.lly f. or all the u.niqua potant.iali t:tes in l'WJnan
nature \vlth ·the ultima/e;E:, value belng man~

Do ____nan. 0 s nl t lm at.e :tnoompletane s s e'\ren aftEn.'" t.he highest
human a·t.riv-ing kno-vrs compie'ti.on onl;y :tn ·the hands of' e,
Di.vlna.l?o1rmr '\'Those resources ·transcend his htunant\.ess 1·-r:t"'oJ:1=
ou-li negat,ing ·the s:lgnif'icance o:t' th$ st.r·1v1ng~
Hr:;mlt t.hs f'ollo~v-Ving problem areas as to 1r1hioh you def-tl -vrit.h most.
9:tl!Stn (l is mo~r·c. f':t"'equant, 10 is lea.st fraquen:t) ln column r;~-=

Rank the same ax•eas as "'c.o ''ihi.oh you feel is !119.I~~ 1l,l'!E017l:.exrh (l is
moB r.. 5-mpcn:t,a.nt., 10 lB J.eai!ft .tmports.:n:t) in column 2~ '···-~....-~ ·
Indicate t,he t.:·n.~. eo. s i'lh:tch you f'eel involve moral and/or :rellg:J.oti,f::S
C011.sl<lera.t,J.o:nso.'. Checl~: ·w:L·th ~il.:n ~t' in column 3o
11
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PART II:

Structured Interview

1.

Would you differentiate between moral and religious
problems? If so, whot cri ter1.a do you use?

2.

Is there tl.nythlng j_n yotn" bo.ol{gr.)und of training c_md/or
experience l'Vhlch woul(l qualj.fy you to cl.eal w:i.th religious
problems? If yes, explain.

3.

Is there anything in your bf;okground of training and/or
experience which would qualify you to deal with moral
problems? If yes, exp}ain.

'*.

Do you rou.tinely know or inqu~.re about a student's
religious preference?

.5.

~··That kind of informat on about the origin, nature and
extent of one's beliefs; if any, vJould you cons:i.fl.er to
be useful in counseling a student with belief problems?

6.

What sources, if any, ~ould you consult for this type of
i nf or~na ti on?

7.

':fh;J,t ir:; your definition for the term

8.

How often do you refer students to clergymen?
Never_ :3eldorn__ Occasionally_ Often_ Very Often_

9.

Hhat criteria, if any, would you use to declde th2•t a
referral to a clergyman is necess~3,ry?

11

religi on'i)"

10.

;·ihat is your interprete.ti on~ if any 1 of the const l tut.'L onal
principle of chu:t•ch anc1 state separation in the public
school counseling nituati on?

11.

De, you know of any guidance functions thn.t any church
group might t·lfish to l~cstrict? If yes, explain.

12.

Hov.r 'V'JOuld you evaluate the effect of religious beliefs
upon personality? Negative? Positive? Under what
concli tions?

13.

How would you react to the _r:;tatement: 11 The tr[msmis8lon
of the c oun':c lor 1 s nernt-rnnl ·ITal ues tn cotmr:Jeli ng is
unavoh1.3.ble? 11
-

14.

To what degree, if any, would you feel biased in counseling 1,d. th the Btudents of r:1ny part:l.cular group represented
in your school? Explain.

10'-~

15.

How could you interpret the statement: "In the presence
of materj_al sin, psychotherapy cannot remain neutral ? 11

16.

Do you feel any confusion as to \r~hat belief or value
system you are committed to as a public school counselor?

17.

\vhnt woulcl you (1o if one of your most gifted stud.ents
preferred to attend a rather small, unknown, and possibly unaccredited church-related college instead of
accepting a scholarship to one of the better universities?

18.

As a professional coun~·>elor, what vwuld you suggest in
the '!JJay of improv1 ng any confus :ton of values tha.t mig;ht
exist v-ii thln the counseling profession?

19.

Hov>T '~"Tould you hancUe the problem of a stuc1ent who objects
to a.tteniiance of a required physical eclucation class in
dancing for religious or moral reasons?

.:20.

Do you feel that counselors can be too "ltberal .. minded 11
or overly permi.s"~ive and thus inappropriate for school
counseling?

21.

Do you feel that some counselors might have personal and
moral shortcomings that would cause them to be considered inadequate for school eounseli:ng?

22.

Do you feel that counselors can be too 11 n::J.rrow-minded 11
and, thus be unpreparet'l for school coun::·eling?

23.

Ho 1.1 woulO. you counsel ~ student who, having been taught
by his church Emd home that danotng is 1r.rrong, Nants to
know if it is proper for h1.~ to attend the Junior-Senior
Prom?

24.

Are you aware of your f~llow counselors' general value
system ot religious beliefs?

25.

Do you ever refer :.;tudents to fellow counselors in recognition of tbe disparity of your own beliefs as compared to
the stur1er:~.t's beliefs? If true, ex.platn.

26.

Do you e>.r~~r refer students to fellow counselors in an
effort to match belief systems? If true, explain.

27.

Does your school have clubs that ma.y be ei thr~r implicitly
or explicitly religious? If so, how are the sponsors
assigned'?

28.

vJhat options are available to you v'lhen referring students
for more intensj_~re psychological COi'nseling'?
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29.

Do you think it is important to know the value orientations of these thera~ists?

)0~

What '!Arould you say to a student who is worr1.ed about
the social pressure to smoke and drink that conflicts
with his training?

31.

Hovv ~muld you proceed with a student t~Jbo has been
referred to you from the physical education department
for failure, with possible religious implications, to
dress and shower in the routine manner?

32.

Do you feel any conflict between your personal belief
sys~em and tl1e implications of counseling and personality
th~wrles'?

33.

1tJha t vwuld you do Ni th a stud.ent vrhose per-sonal problems
seem to be rather inextricably related to rebellion
D,ga1nst his home and church?

34.

How would you counsel a student whose poor grades in a
science course may have an implicit basis in a science
and religious conflict?

35.

Do you feel that your counselor education textbooks and
courses have given you adequate help toward dealing with
problems of morals nnd religion? Any Guch help directly
from professors?
-

36.

How do you r'(~act to: 11 Our role as deans anc1. coqnselo:t'B
is to help adeolescents este.blish values'?"

37.

l:Jould you (lj_fferenth;.te betNeen liberali;::ing .or matur·ing
a student's moral or spiritual perspective and moving a
~:;tudent awe.y :from the tee chi ng of ht s home or church'(

· 38,

Do you feel that the students prefer school
or teachers to perents or clergymen, et al.
to discussing most problems?

coun~elors
1Ar1 th respect

39.

What, if anything, would you say to a girl whose social
acceptance and personal adjustment seems to be jeopardized
by· her strange apparel end general nppe,?.r9nce in a.ccordance with her religious beliefs?

40.

What [.'lould you do vvi th a pregnant, unmarried student,
whose home and church background indicates a great deal
of guilt feeling and the typical complications of the
traditional and/or authoritarian viewpoint?

I
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41.

When a student indicates feelings of guilt, do you differentiate between neurotic or unrealistic and normal
or realistic guilt?

'-l-2..

How NOuld you counsel a student who feels guilty about
behavior whiph you personally accept?

Li·3.

\tJhat would you say to a student who, because of some
agnostic, humanistic or atheistic presentations by
certain teachers, asks for help in view of th~ confusion
he feels in formulating a philosophy of life?

44.

Would you consider confession to a God or to a clergyman to be psychologically healthy?

45.

Would you differentiate between "catha.rsis" and 11 confe:cn:Jion" vvith respect to any im-plic!-Jtions for desira.bility in a mental health context?

46.

HoN would you describe a student who is morally and
spiritually mature?
-

4?.

Do you as e counselor tend to feel defensive about the
type of problems indicated in this intervtew in that
you feel some pressure under the law and custom? Do
you feel that this pressure hinders the quality of your
coun~eling and limits your freedom to a degree?

48.

How would one interpret the statement "God's will" if
exnressed by a student?

49.

Un:ler t.-Jhat conditions, if any, vJou.ld you gi~re your own
view on a religious matter when asked to do so by a
s tuden.t?
,,

